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Scope of Investigation 
During the 1970's, homeowners across America were ex-
posed to a large number of energy awareness programs. These 
programs were designed to encourage homeowners to reduce 
their energy consumption. They encouraged energy conserva-
tion measures such as insulation, storm windows, and weather-
stripping. These programs, together with increasing energy 
costs, have stimulated many homeowners to add energy conser-
vation measures to their homes. However, during the late 
1970's, homeowners began to be more interested in economics 
of energy conservation measures. They became interested in 
dollar as well as energy savings. 
To analyze the energy saving potential of energy con-
servation measures for a particular residential structure, 
seasonal energy use must be estimated. Several simplified 
approaches have been used to estimate or predict residential 
energy consumption. Many of these approaches utilize the 
heating degree day concept to predict energy consumption 
during the heating season. 
1 
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Heating degree days have traditionally been calculated 
using an 18.3° C base temperature. Use of a base tempera-
ture of 18.3° C, assumes that at outdoor temperatures 
below 18.3° c the structure must have an external supply 
of heat energy. Thus, 18.3° C represents the balance 
point of the structure. Factors which affect balance point 
temperature of a structure are internal heat gains, struc-
tural thermal characteristics, solar gains, and thermostat 
setting. With improved thermal characteristics and lower 
thermostat settings, balance point temperatures are being 
lowered. Thus, use of heating degree days calculated from a 
18.3° C base temperature may lead to considerable error 
in prediction of residential heating energy consumption. 
In addition to prediction errors due to seasonal 
heating degree day base temperature, other potential errors 
exist primarily in the area of heat load calculations. The 
heat load parameter used in degree day methodology has 
traditionally been overestimated. Using heat loads larger 
than necessary causes over prediction of seasonal energy 
consumption. 
This research will investigate impact of heat load 
calculations and degree day base temperature on prediction 
of seasonal energy or fuel consumption in Oklahoma residen-
tial structures. 
3 
Objectives of Study 
l'1 
\J 
1. Develop computerized analyses to use basic 
residential construction and thermal characteristic data to 
predict seasonal heating energy consumption using degree day 
procedures. 
2. Use collected energy and construction data from 
Oklahoma homes to evaluate prediction accuracy of the 
standard degree day equation. 
3. Analyze prediction accuracy of modified degree day 
equations such as American Gas Association, National 
Electric Manufacturers Association, and American Society of 
Heating, Refrigeration, and Air-Conditioning Engineers. 
4. Present improved procedures for predicting seasonal 
heating energy use in Oklahoma homes. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Concept of the Degree Day 
Use of the degree day for predicting heating energy 
consumption in residential buildings was originated over 40 
years ago. A basic assumption used in formation of degree 
days was that the amount of energy consumed in a structure 
is primarily dependent upon the difference between inside 
and outside temperature. Strock and Hotchkiss (1) state 
that the degree day is a measure of energy consumption based 
on combined knowledge of time and temperature. The know-
ledge of time and temperature is related by the degree day. 
By definition, a degree day is the product of one day and 
the degree difference in temperature between a reference 
temperature and the average daily outside air temperature. 
The reference or base temperature was originally 
developed by two general methods Cl). One approach was an 
analytical method in which inside temperature profiles were 
assumed and average temperatures calculated. After assuming 
and analyzing several profiles, early investigators selected 
65° F to be a mean referenGe temperature. This method 
4 
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was highly criticized for not being a conclusive and reli-
able means of determining base temperature. The second 
approach for establishment of a reference temperature was 
based on field data. Data were collected on fuel consump-
tion and outside temperature. A linear relationship between 
mean outdoor temperature and fuel consumption was found to 
exist. From the relationship, it was found that zero fuel 
consumption occurred at a mean outdoor temperature. of 65 ° 
F. Thus, 65° F was selected and used as a base tempera-
ture for calculation of degree days. With a base tempera-
ture of 65° F, an equation for calculating degree days 
was developed. 
DD = 65 - T0 , DD > ~ ( 1) 
where 
DD = Heating degree days, 0 F - days. 
TO = Average outside daily temperature, 
0 F. 
65 = Ref.erence temperature, 0 F. 
To obtain annual heating degree days, daily degree days are 
summed over a period of one year. Studies have revealed 
annual heating degree days based on an appropriate base 
temperature can account for as much as 90 percent of the 
variance of calculated heating requirements (2). 
6 
Predicting Heating Energy Consumption 
Annual degree days have been combined with parameters 
of structural heat load and heating unit efficiencies to 









EC = 24 x DD x Q TO x N 
energy consumption, 
Heating Degree Days, 
Design heat load, BTU/HR. 
BTU's. 
0 F -
Design temperature differe;nce, 0 F. 
Furnace efficiency, dee. 
24 = Constant, hrs/day. 
( 2) 
days. 
Often, the equation is rewritten to obtain fuel 






FC = 24 x DD x Q TD x N x Hv 
Seasonal fuel consumption, units 
Seasonal heating degree days, 0 
Design heat load, BTU/HR. 
Design temperature difference, 0 
of fuel. 
F - days. 
F. 
( 3) 
N = Furnace efficiency, dee. 
Hv =Heating value of fuel, BTU's/unit. 
24 = Constant, hrs/day. 
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Use of equations 2 and 3 has led to considerable errors 
in prediction of heating energy consumption in residential 
structures. Because of this, several variations of the 
basic equations have been made. 
The National Electrical Manufacturers Association 
(NEMA) uses equation 4 to predict electrical energy consump-
tion in residential structures heated with electric resist-
ance furnaces (3). 
where 
EE = HL * DD * C TD 
EE = Seasonal electrical energy consumption, kWhr. 
HL = Design heat load, kW. 
DD = Seasonal heating degiee days, ° F - days. 
TD = Design temperature difference, ° F. 
C = Constant, hrs/day. 
( 4 ) 
The constant, c, was used to account for variations in ener-
gy consumption. These variations were assumed to be due to 
inaccuracies in load calculations, degree days, and various 
differences in occupant life style. Based on experience 
with thousands of electrically heated residential struc-
tures, NEMA recommends use of 18.5 for a value of C. 
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A modified degree day approach is also recommended by 
the American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air-
Conditioning Engineers CASHRAE) (4). The general equation 
for predicting energy consumption is given in equation 5. 
E = (24 * DD * Q) * C * C 
(TD * N * H ) D F v 
( 5) 
where 
E = Seasonal energy or fuel consumption, units. 
DD = Seasonal heating degree days, ° F - days. 
Q = Design heat load, BTU/HR. 
TD = Design temperature difference, ° F. 
N = Rated fuel load furnace efficiency, dee. 
H = Heating value v of fuel, BTU/Unit. 
CD = Correction factor 
CF = Correction factor 
24 = Constant, hrs/day. 
Correction factors CD and CF are used to modify predic-
tion results of the basic degree day equation. Factor c0 
is a degree day correction factor, while CF is a factor 
which takes into account decreased efficiencies of fuel-
fired equipment with oversizing. Values of CD and CF 
are contained in Tables I and II. 
TABLE I 
HEAT LOSS VS. DEGREE DAYS 
INTERIM FACTOR CD 
Outdoor Design Temp., ° F -20 -10 0 
Factor CD 0.57 0.64 0.71 
TABLE II 
PART-LOAD CORRECTION FACTOR FOR 
FUEL-FIRED EQUIPMENT 
Percent Oversizing 0 20 40 







The American Gas Association (AGA) recommends use of 







H = v 
.77 = 
E = 24 *DD* Q * 0.77 
TD * N * H s v 
Seasonal energy of fuel consumption, units. 
Seasonal heating degree days, 0 ~, - days. 
Design heat load, BTU/HR. 
Design temperature difference, 0 F. 
Seasonal furnace efficiency, dee. 
Heating value of fuel, BTU/Unit. 
Correction factor 
24 = Constant, hrs/day. 
( 6) 
AGA states the multiplier of 0.77 was added because calcu-
lated heat losses for a particular structure are most likely 
higher than actual heat losses~ It is interesting to note 
that the product of 0.77 and 24 is 18.5 which makes the AGA 
equation very similar to that proposed by NEMA (3>. 
It should be emphasized that degree day procedures 
represent simplified calculation approaches. More detailed 
models, using hourly weather data, have been developed by 
numerous groups. Blancett et al. (6) report on three 
residential energy prediction models using hourly weather 
data. The Electrical Power Research Institute CEPRI) has 
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sponsored numerous residential energy use simulation studies 
(7, 8). These types of models can be very accurate in 
simulating and predicting energy use. However, they are 
limited in use because of the requirement of hourly weather 
data. 
Degree Day Base Temperature 
Several studies have been initiated to determine valid-
ity of the 65° F base temperature. Base temperature is 
the temperature at which no external application of heat to 
the structure is needed. Often, it is referred to as bal-
ance temperature. Balance temperature is a function of 
structural heat loss rate, internal heat gains, solar heat 
gains, and interior thermostat setting. In an effort to 
improve energy consumption prediction accuracy, many investi-
gators have looked to the degree day base temperature as a 
source of error. 
Nall and Arens (9) investigated the influence of degree 
day base temperature on energy prediction accuracy at 60 
locations across the United States. A computer model was 
used to simulate performance of a 1,200 square feet, single-
story ranch house at each of these locations. Results of 
the study verified the theory that heating consumption is a 
function of heating degree days. However, results also 
revealed traditional 65° F base temperature to be inade-
quate in reflecting heating balance point temperature 
12 
of occupied residential structures. A base temperature of 
53° F was found to be more appropriate. Nall and Arens 
noted that base temperatures or balance temperatures were 
difficult to determine due to variations in solar gains, 
internal heat grains, and occupant living habits. 
Burch and Hunt (10) tested a 2054 square feet residen-
tial structure before and after energy conservation retrofit-
ting. Before retrofitting, the structure had no wall or 
floor insulation, three and one half inches fiber glass 
ceiling insulation, single pane windows, and good caulking 
and weatherstripping. Retrofitting included addition of 
three and one half inches of insulation to floors and wall, 
six inches additional insulation to ceiling area, and addi-
· tion of storm windows. Results of the study found base tem-
perature before retrofitting to be 63.5° F and 59.0° F 
after retrofitting. This finding supports the common 
opinion that base temperature should decrease as structural 
thermal characteristics improve. 
Mayer and Benjamini (11) found 65° F to be an 
adequate value fox structures with high heat losses but was 
inadequate for structures :with low heat losses. Again, in 
this study, balance temperature or base temperature was 
assumed to be a function of interior temperature, solar heat 
gain, and internal heat gain. Tests were conducted on 50 
structures in which balance temperature was treated as a 
13 
variable. This was a conglomerate study of 50 homes and 
resulted in an overall base temperature of 62.3° F. 
Studies on single or individual structures revealed base 
temperature to be 62.1° F. 
Harris et al. (12) proposed a single alternative 
equation for estimation of seasonal energy consumption for 
residential heating. The equation is given as follows: 




F = Seasonal energy or fuel consumption, units. 
h = Heat loss rate of structure, BTU/hr 0 F. 
Ds = Seasonal heating degree days (65° F base), 
0 F - days. 
E s = Seasonal utilization efficiency, dee. 
c = Heating value of fuel, BTU/Unit. 
Ka = Degree day correction factor, dee. 
DT0 = Indoor-outdoor temperature difference, ° F. 
Parameter, Ka, is a base temperature sensitivity 
coefficient developed from data of degree days calculated at 
different base temperatures for 46 cities in the United 
States. Parameter, DT0 , is the indoor-outdoor temperature 
difference at zero heating energy requirement. Thus, the 
primary modification of this approach is a variable base 
14 
temperature. The modified equation was tested on 170 
structures in six cities. Mean error of prediction was 
found to be 3.4% with a standard deviation of 31.0%. This 
was a significant improvement over results obtained from 
conventional degree day techniques. 
In a study by Fischer Cl3), data from 54 instrumented 
homes and three townhouse apartments were evaluated to deter-
mine adequacy of the degree day techn.ique for estimating 
energy consumption in residences. A total prediction error 
of less than 7 percent was found in the study. Base tempera-
ture was varied from structure to structure. Overall aver-
age base temperature was 64.4° F. 
Heat Loads 
Along with base temperature, another potential source 
of error in degree day predictions is in calculation of heat 
loads. Strock and Hotchkiss Cl> noted in their initial 
studies of degree day techniques that heat loss calculations 
were often too generous. Over predicted heat loads directly 
impact energy consumption predictions. AGA modified the 
standard degree day equation because of consistently high 
heat loss calculations .(5). The proposed AGA multiplier is 
used to reduce design loads to actual loads. Harris et al. 
(12) attributed si9nificant error to heat loss calculations. 
Harris su99ested avera9e heat loss rates would yield better 
results. 
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Two of the most common methods of calculating design 
heat loss are Manual J method developed by National Environ-
mental Systems Contractors Association and methods presented 
by American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air-
Conditioning Engineers Cl4, 15). Common consensus is that 
the Manual J method overestimates design heat loads for 
residential structures. Improved methods of calculating 
design heat loads are presented in ASHRAE GRP 158 Heating 
and Cooling Load Calculation Manual (16). This manual was 
published in 1979 and presents latest ASHRAE techniques for 
calculation of design heat losses. 
For the most part, heat load calculations are based 
primarily on conduction principles. ~Heat loads due to los-
ses through ceilings, walls, windows, etc. are primarily a 
function of heat transfer coefficients, temperature differ-
ence, and area. Primary exceptions to this are infiltration 
and concrete slab floor heat losses. 
Infiltration _is perhaps the most highly variable and 
hardest to predict heat loss associated with a residential 
structure. Infiltration is air leakage through cracks and 
openings around windows and doors and through walls and 
floors. The quantity of infiltration or quantity .of air 
flow into and out of a residential structure is dependent up-
on inside-outside pressure difference. Pressure differences 
are largely due to wind forces, temperature differences, and 
internal pressurization by the air distribution system (17). 
ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals outlines two basic tech-
16 
niques for calculation of heat loss due to infiltration 
(15). One method is the crack length method. This method 
is based on the amount of crack around windows and doors. 
An assumption is made that one-half of the total crack 
allows inf low of air while the remaining crack is used for 
exhausting of air. Both sensible and latent heat loss due 
to infiltration can be calculated by the crack length. 
method. The crack length method is generally considered to 
be the most accurate method when window and pressure 
characteristics can be properly evaluated (17). 
The second method commonly used is the air change 
method. The air change method is based on a judgment 
regarding structural infiltration characteristics. Based on 
structural characteristics, an estimated number of air 
changes per hour is selected from which heat loss is calcu-
lated. ·ASHRAE states that measured infiltration rates have 
been found to range from 0.45 to greater than 1.5 air 
changes per hour in winter conditions (15). 
A significant quantity of research has been done to 
evaluate infiltration in residential buildirigs. Behnfleth 
et al. (18) measured infiltration in two residences at the 
University of Illinois and found infiltration in research 
home number one to range from 0.17 to 0.43 air changes per 
hour and 0.26 to 0.64 in research home number two. A 
conclusion was drawn that measured infiltration quantities 




length and air change methods. Tamura Cl9) also conducted 
tests in the measurement of air infiltration and found 
results supportive of those reported by ASHRAE. While many 
research findings support ASHRAE methods, others have 
suggested ASHRAE design calculations yield air change rates 
higher than actual. Hill and Kusuda (20) found this to be 
evident in their study of air infiltration. Peterson (21) 
recommends use of the air change method and reports measured 
air change rates from 0.37 to 0.86 air changes per hour in 
residential structures. Tamura (22) states that ASHRAE 
crack length and air change methods are adequate for design 
load calculations but not for hourly energy analysis 
calculations. 
Research in heat loss from concrete slab floors was 
primarily conducted during the· late 1940's and early 1950's. 
Dill et al. (23) derived three heat loss factors: 
1. Factor F1 : Factor F1 represented heat loss in 
BTU per hour per linear foot of exposed edge 
divided by the number of degree-days in a 
particular month. 
2. Factor F2 : Factor F2 represented heat loss in 
BTU per hour per linear foot of exposed edge 
divided by the average temperature differences 
between inside air and outside air. 
3. Factor F3 : Factor F 3 represented heat loss in 
BTU per hour per linear foot of exposed edge 
18 
divided by difference in inside air temperature and 
the ground temperature measured one foot below 
surface. 
Of the factors, F3 was found to yield the best estimate of 
slab floor heat loss. However, it was somewhat .impractical 
to use since ground temperature data was not readily avail-
able. Because of this, Factor F 2 was suggested as the 
best factor to be used for general purposes of estimating 
floor heat loss. 
Bareither et al. (24) studied heat losses from concrete 
slab floors of various con!igurations. Isotherm patterns, 
drawn for each floor type indicated floor heat loss at a 
distance of three feet from the exposed edge of the floor 
was essentially straight downward and the magnitude was 
practically constant. Because of this, two equations were 
proposed for estimating design heat loss through concrete 
slab floors laid on the ground. One equation describes 
losses through perimeter sections of the slab.while the 
other estimates losses through the interior £loor section. 
ASHRAE utilizes results obtained from the above studies 
to define recommended procedures for calculating heat losses 
through slab floors Cl5). The proposed procedures identify 
two types of floors. Type one floor is an unheated concrete 




which contains heating pipes or hot air distribution ducts. 
In both cases, heat loss was found to be more nearly propor-
tional to perimeter length than to floor area. Therefore, a 
floor heat loss factor, F2 , was developed. This factor 
represents heat loss in BTU per hour per linear foot of 
exposed edge per degree Fahrenheit temperature difference 
between inside and outside temperature. Factor F2 is 
amplified in the ASHRAE procedure to account for interior 
floor loss to the ground. Recommended values of F2 are 
proposed for general design purposes. 
CHAPTER III 
DATA COLLECTION AND PROCEDURES 
Data Collection 
To adequately evaluate prediction accuracy of degree 
day techniques, detailed energy consumption and structural 
data were required for a large number of Oklahoma houses. 
Data were collected on a total of 207 houses in Oklahoma. 
All houses were single story structures with no basements. 
Of the 207 houses, 105 were heated with natural gas 
furnaces, 87 with electric resistance fuinaces,and 15 with 
electric air source heat pumps. Data were collected with 
the help and cooperation of several utility companies within 
the state. Arkansas-Oklahoma Gas, Lone ·star Gas, Oklahoma 
Gas and Electric, and Oklahoma Natural Gas companies were 
. instrumental in collection and gathering of data related to 
residential structures heated with natural gas (25, 26, 27, 
28). Public Service Company of Oklahoma and State Rural 
Electric Cooperatives provided data for houses heated with 
electric resistance furnaces and heat pumps (29, 30). 
Energy consumption data were obtained from billing 
records of companies supplying the heating fuel or energy. 
Energy consumption data were obtained for calendar year 1978 
20 
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for many of the houses and for heating season 1978-1979 for 
the remainder. For each house, seasonal heating degree days 
were calculated for the season over which energy consumption 
data were recorded. Degree day information was obtained for 
the various locations from Climatological Data for Oklahoma 
published by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(31). These degree days are reported using a 18.3° C 
base temperature. 
Heating season energy consumption data provided by 
utility companies were monthly data which included base 
usage. Therefore, it was necessary to evaluate each home 
independently to determine base loads. Base loads represent 
relatively constant energy or fuel use by items such as 
appliances, lights and water heating. Base usage is 
difficult to determine. One method used by many utility 
companies and recommended in the Residential Conservation 
Service Model Audit consists of plotting monthly energy or 
fuel consumption as a function of monthly degree days (32). 
The plot is linear in nature with the slope of the· line 
representing fuel.or energy usage per degree day. From the 
plot, base load can be estimated by extrapolation of the 
line to zero degree da.ys. For this research, base loads 
determined by this technique appeared to be questionable in 
accuracy. Texas Energy Management Training Manual 
recommends estimation of heating season base load by 
examining energy consumption during non-heating season 
22 
months (33). For purposes of this research, both techniques 
were employed. However, results obtained from the latter 
method were primarily used. 
Structural data were obtained for each residence 
through an onsite inspection by utility company employees. 
Structural data and thermal characteristic data were 
required in sufficient detail to enable calculation of heat 
loads. A summary of the type of structural and thermal data 
collected is contained in Table III. Specific energy con-
sumption, structural, and thermal data are contained in 
Appendix A. 
Load Calculations 
For purposes of this research, heat loads were calcul-
ated by two methods.· The first method is one commonly used 
by engineers in heating, ventilating and air conditioning 
(• fields. This method is described in detail in the ASHRAE 
GRP 158 Heating and Cooling Load Calculation Manual (16). 
The design heating load of each structure was calculated by 
this methodology using an outdoor design temperature of 
..-10.6° C and an indoor design temperature of 22.2° C. 
Original programming of this methodology was done by Okla-
homa Gas and Electric Company (34). Modifications to the 
program were necessary to adapt input-output data routines. 
While modifications were necessary, no change in calculation 




REQUIRED STRUCTURAL AND THERMAL 
DATA FOR CALCULATION 




Type of Duct System Wall Area 
Duct Location Wall Construction Type 
Duct Insulation Infiltration Characteristics 
Door Type Heating System Type 
Door Area Ceiling Insulation 
Window Area Floor Insulation 
Window Location Wall Insulation 
. , .. 
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In addition to the ASHRAE heat load program, a revised 
calculation procedure was developed. Investigation of the 
standard degree day equation (equation No. 3) reveals a 
parameter of design heat load in the numerator and design 
temperature differ~nce in the denominator. Division of heat 
load by temperature difference yields a heat loss rate in 
watts per degree Celsius. A majority of the desig.n heat 
load is due to conduction and is calculated according to the 
basic conduction equation as described in equation 8. 
where 
q = Heat loss rate, w. 
R = Thermal resistance, 0 c-m2/w. 
2 A = Area, m • 
T. = Inside design temperature, 0 c . 
l 
T0 = Outside design temperature, 0 c. 
( 8) 
Dividing conduction heat loss by design temperature 
difference yields a heat loss rate equal to the quantity of 
area divided by thermal resistance (A/R). Therefore, in 
this step, design temperature difference actually becomes an 
irrelevant term. However, this is not exactly true for heat 
loss calculations in areas such as floors and infiltration. 
These heat loss calculations are normally not based on 
conventional conduction principles. Because of these 




developed. The procedure consisted of a computer program 
called Computerized Residential Heating Analysis CCRHA) 
(35). The Drimary difference between ASHRAE heat loads and 
heat loads calculated by CRHA is that the intent of CRHA is 
to calculate average heat loss rates while ASHRAE programs 
calculate design loads. Again, it should be pointed out 
that heat loads calcuiated by the conduction equation 
actually become heat loss rates when used in the degree day 
methodology. Therefore, primary emphasis in the CRHA 
procedure was to revise calculations of infiltration and 
floor heat losses to reflect average heat loss rates rather 
than design loads. 
All research houses in the data set contained suspended 
frame floors over unconditioned crawl space, concrete slab 
constructed on grade, or a combination of the two. Floor 
heat loss calculations are vastly different for the 
different floor types. 
For suspended frame floors, normal procedure is to use 
the basic conduction equation as shown in equation 8. How-
ever, for suspended floors·over an unconditioned crawl 
space, use of outside design temperature leads to over-
estimation of heat losses. This is because the stem wall of 
the crawl space does provide some resistance to heat flow 
which in turn causes an increase in crawl space temperature. 
For an unvented crawl space, an energy balance can be used 
to determine the unvented crawl space temperature under 
26 
design conditions. However, few houses in Oklahoma have a 
completely unvented crawl space. In reality, actual 
temperature of the crawl space at design conditions is 
somewhere between the vented and unvented condition. The 
program assumes a crawl space air infiltration rate of 1/8 
air change per hour. Thus, a crawl space temperature is 
first calculated using an energy balance of heat flow 
through the floor and stem wall assuming an unvented 
crawl space. The unvented crawl space temperature is then 
corrected for the 1/8 air change per hour to obtain the 
temperature for the vented crawl space. The procedure takes 
into account the added resistance of the stem wall. 
Heat loss from concrete slab floors was calculated 
based on procedures set forth by Bareither et al. (24). 
Equation 9 was used to express slab floor heat loss. 
QHF = [F x PL x (Ti - T0 ) + 3.94 x (FA - 0.91 x PL)] ( 9) 
where 
QHF = Heat loss rate in concrete slab floor, w. 
F = Heat loss factor, W/o C-m. 
PL = Perimeter length, m. 
T. = Temperature inside, 0 c. l 
TO = Temperature outside, 0 c. 
FA = Floor area, 2 m. 
3.94 = Heat loss constant, W/m2 • 




The first component of the equation represents heat 
losses through the perimeter edge. Factor F is a perimeter 
edge heat lgss factor which has a value of 0.477 for slabs 
'''-'" 
with perimeter insulation and 0.839 for slabs with no 
perimeter insulation (24). The second component describes 
heat loss through the floor interior. This includes floor 
area inside of a 0.91 m boundary around the perimeter (24). 
Heat loss through this region of the floor is assamed con-
stant with a value of 3.94 W/m2. 
Air infiltration heat losses were evaluated by classi-
fying each structure as to its quality in the areas of 
caulking, weatherstripping, etc. Each .house was classified 
as tight, medium, or loose. Basically, the ASHRAE crack 
length method was used to calculate infiltration heat loss 
(15). Crack length is normally determined by measurement of 
crack length around windows and doors. An additional assump-
tion is made in crack length methodology that only one-half 
of the total crack should be used for calculation purposes. 
This assumes outdoor air enters through windward cracks and 
exits through leeward cracks. In the CRHA program, one-half 
of total crack length was estimated by multiplying total 
window area in square meters by 2.46. Through a study a 
several example homes, this approximation was found to be 
reasonably accurate. The approximation was validated by 
Public Service Company of Oklahoma in an independent 
analysis ( 29). 
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Air infiltration rates corresponding to various 
structural classifications are contained in Table IV. 
Values of air inf low rates are given in cubic meters of air 
per hour per meter of crack. Equation 10 is used to 
calculate heat loss due to infiltration around doors and 
windows (15). 
where 
q. = Infiltration 1 heat loss around windows 
doors, w. 
CL = Crack length, m. 
Q. = Air infiltration rate, m3)hr-m. 1 
T. = Inside design temperature, 0 c. 1 
T0 = Outside design temperature, 0 c. 
0.386 =Constant, W/° C-m3 • 
and 
(10) 
A component of air infiltration is also attributed to 
wall area. Research results from Simplex Industries were 
used to derive equation 11 (36). 
qiw = [0.4906 * WA * (Ti - To> ]/2.0 
where 
q = Heat loss rate from infiltration in walls, w. iw 







AIR INFILTRATION RATES 





Source: American Society of Heating, Refriger-
ation and Air-Conditioning Engineers 
( 15) • 
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Ti = Inside design temperature, 0 c. 
T0 =Outside design temperature, 0 c. 
0.4906 = Heat loss factor, W/° C-m2. 
30 
Heat losses in air distribution ducts were calculated 
as a percentage of the overall structural heat loss. 
Percentage values are contained in Table v. 
Degree Day Applications 
After heat loads and seasonal heating degree days were 
determined for each research house, initial evaluations of 
seasonal heating energy predictions were made. Prediction 
accuracy of the standard degree day equation (equation no. 
3), NEMA modified equation (equation no. 4), ASHRAE modified 
degree day equation (equation no. 5), and AGA modified 
equation (equation no. 6) was determined using both ASHRAE 
and CRHA heating loads. Each house was evaluated with each 
equation. Seasonal energy consumption predictions from each 
equation or methodology was then compared to actual energy 
or fuel consumption to determine accuracy of prediction. 
After determining accuracy or inaccuracy of the various 
degree day methodologies, methods of improvement in predic-
tion accuracy were investigated. In this investigation, at-
tention was again given to the original degree day equation 
(equation no. 3). Basic parameters included in the equation 
which affect seasonal prediction are degree days, heat load, 
TABLE V 
DUCT HEAT LOSS FACTORS 
No Insulation 20% 
2.54 cm Insulation 15% 
5.08 cm Insulation 10% 
Source: National Environmental Systems 




design temperature difference, furnace efficiency, and 
heating fuel value. Potential errors in overall prediction 
could be attributed to any one of these parameters. In 
order to narrow the possibilities for error, an investiga-
tion was initiated using 55 of the 87 research houses heated 
with electric resistance furnaces. Using homes heated with 
electric resistances furnances allowed use of a constant 
value for furnace efficiency of 100 percent. Along with 
furnace efficiency, design temperature difference and 
heating value of fuel could also be treated as constants. 
By a process of elimination, only parameters of design heat 
load and seasonal heating degree days were left to make 
contribution to error and variance of prediction. Because 
design heat load or heat loss rate was calculated using the 
two methodologies previously described, primary attention 
was given to seasonal heating degree days. As was noted. in 
the literature review, much speculation as to primary source 
of error in degree day methodologies has been attributed to 
seasonal heating degree days. 
Using the base data set of 55 houses heated with 
electric resistance furnaces and standard degree day 
methodology given in equation 3, seasonal heating degree 
days were varied to determine overall impact on prediction 
accuracy. Degree days were varied by changing the base or 
reference temperature. Seasonal heating degree days were 
calculated using base temperatures ranging from 12.8° C 
33 
to 18.3° c. A method of converting seasonal heating de-
gree days from one base to another was developed by Harris 
.. 
w et al. ( 12) . However, this methodology was a general 
,, 
derivation based on nationwide data. A more site specific 
investigation was done for Oklahoma. Locations of Idabel, 
Goodwell, and Oklahoma City were picked in the State of 
Oklahoma for analysis. These locations represent the broad 
range of climates found in Oklahoma. Idabel represents the 
extreme warmest area in Oklahoma, while Goodwell represents 
the coldest. Oklahoma City serves as an average. A method-
ology was developed to change total seasonal heating degree 
days from one base temperature to anpther. 
From the analysis of tpe 55 houses, the degree day base 
temperature which yielded the best results was determined 
for each heat load methodology. After selecting appropriate 
base temperature, the test was repeated using the remaining 
32 research houses heated with electric resistance heat. 
This procedure was used to verify ·results obtained from the 
first step in the analysis. 
Final step in the analysis was to evaluate prediction 
accuracy of the standard degree day methodology using new de-
gree day base temperatures on research houses heated with 
natural gas furnaces and electric air source. heat pumps. At 
this point in the studyf conclusions were drawn on the effec-
tiveness of reducing degree day base temperature on predict-
ing seasonal energy or fuel consumption for residential 
structures. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA AND RESULTS 
Comparison of Load Calculation Routines 
Both ASHRAE and CRHA routines were used to calculate 
structural heating loads for each house in the research data 
set. Even though the CRHA routine is based on principles of 
heat loss rate rather than design heat loads, loads were cal-
culated at design conditions to enable a comparison of the 
two procedures. Design conditions are based on -10.6° C 
outside air temperature and 22.2° C inside air temper-
ature. Table VI contains . a summary of averag.e loads of the 
entire 207 research home data base. 
Design heat loads calculated from ASHRAE procedures are 
consistently higher than those calculated by CRHA proce-
dures. Based on average values from the entire data set 
CRHA procedures yield design heat loads approximately 32 per-
cent lower than ASHRAE. ·A further breakdown of load calcula-
tions for each procedure is shown in Table VII. In Table 
VII, load calculations for each basic structural heat loss 
item are shown. Calculation differences for windows, doors, 
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primarily to differences in internal assumptions of thermal 
resistance. For example, in the walls, ASHRAE corrects wall 
R-value for 20 percent wood framing while CRHA does not. 
Major differences in overall calculation of loads occur 
primarily in floors and infiltration. As stated in the 
Chapter III of this thesis, infiltrat~on calculations in the 
CRHA procedures were designed to represent average heat loss 
rates and, therefore, average or reduced loads. The same is 
true for calculation of floor heat loss. Of the 207 re-
search houses, 96 had suspended frame floor construction and 
111 had concrete slab frame construction. A comparison of 
floor heat loads by both procedures subject to floor type is 
contained in Table VIII. From information contained in 
Table VIII, a major difference in floor heat loss calcul-
ations occurs in calculation of loads for frame floors. In 
the ASHRAE methodology, heat loads for suspended frame floor 
are calculated by conduction principles at inside and out-
side design air temperatures. This together with the 
.thermal resistance of the floor yields a heat load at design 
conditions. The primary difference in CRHA procedures is 
that. a combined R-value of the floor and stem wall is used. 
Heat losses from a suspended frame floor follow patterns 
shown in Figure 1. Heat energy moves from the conditioned 
space through the frame floor into the crawl space area. 
From the crawl space, heat energy flows through the stem 
wall and into the ground. In most cases, heat lost to the 
ground is neglected. 
TABLE VIII 
COMPARISON OF FLOOR HEAT 
LOAD CALCULATION 
Floor Type Method 
.ASHRAE. 
Frame I 
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Even though crawl spaces are vented, common practice is 
to close vents during winter seasons. Even if they are not 
closed, the stem wall still provides some resistance to heat 
flow. This resistance is noticed primarily in the fact that 
crawl space temperatures are higher than outside temper-
ature. An energy balance on the floor section can be made 
as was discussed in Chapter III. This procedure accounts 
for the added resistance of the stem walls and provides the 
primary difference in the two calculation routines. It 
should be noted that stem wall resistance is particularly 
significant when the frame floor has low thermal resistance 
or R-value. However, as frame floor thermal resistance 
i 
increases, thermal resistance of the stem wall becomes less 
significant. Figure 2 contains a frequency distribution of 
frame floor R-values for the 96 houses with suspended frame 
floors in the research data set. Most of the houses had no 
added insulation in the frame floor. Therefore, stem wall 
resistance was significant and contributed greatly to the 
differences in calculations. 
Differences in slab floor calculations are primarily in 
assumptions concerning heat loss factors. ASHRAE 
methodology utilizes equation 12 to estimate design heat 
load for concrete slab floors with no embedded supply ducts 
and .equation 13 for slabs with embedded air distribution 
ducts. 
qf = 76.9 - 1.0 x RV 
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qf = Floor heat load, W/m. 
RV = R-value of stem wall insulation, 0 C-m2/W. 
76.9 = Constant, W/m. 
48.1 = Constant, W/m. 
1.0 = Coefficient, w2;o c-m3 • 
0.7 = Coefficient, w2;o c-m3 • 
ASHRAE procedures and methodology base all slab floor losses 
on perimeter heat loss factors. These factors are amplified 
to account for losses to the ground. 
As was stated in Chapter III, CHRA procedures were 
derived from research results obtained from Bareither et al. 
(24). These procedures establish a separate heat loss for 
perimeter and ground. Basic heat flow patterns for concrete 
slab floors are shown in Figure 3. Heat loss in the outer 
0.91 m of perimeter edge is primarily a function of edge con-
struction and inside-outside temperature .difference. Heat 
loss in the inner floor area is a function primarily of 
ground temperature. 
Differences in infiltration calculations occur in basic 
assumptions and methodologies. Both procedures categorize 
houses according to infiltration characteristics. Houses 
are categorized as tight, medium, or loose. ASHRAE proce-
dures are based primarily on the air change method. ASHRAE 
air infiltration rates used for design conditions in 
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review contained in Chapter II stated that design inf iltra-
tion rates of 0.3-0.8 were conunon. Values used in Table IX 
are much greater than this. 
CRHA infiltration calculation procedures are based on 
principles outlined in Chapter III and reflect loads based 
on average conditions. The purpose of comparing heat load 
calculation procedures in this research is not necessarily 
to prove one procedure correct over another. Rather, the 
purpose is to critically review current simplified calcula-
tion procedures in connection with degree day methodologies. 
However, from this comparison, it appears significant work 
is needed in calculating heat loads with simplified proce-
dures. Some of this work is al.ready being conducted. 
Fischer (13) in his study compared the ASHRAE methodology 
contained in ASHRAE GRP 158 Heating and Cooling Load 
Calculation Manual to data collected on actual homes heated 
with electric resistance furnaces (16). Actual loads were 
calculated from hourly data of energy consumption and 
inside-outside temperature difference. Findings from the 
study revealed ASHRAE calculated loads to be approximately 
50 percent higher than those actually measured. 
1: 
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Analysis of Existing Degree 
Day Methodologies 
One of the primary purposes of this study was to 
evaluate prediction accuracy of currently employed degree 
day methodologies. This was accomplished by comparing 
estimated energy or fuel consumption to actual consumption 
for each research house in the base data set. For each 
house, percent error in prediction was calculated according 
to equation 14. 
where 
PER = FP - FUA * lOO 
FUA 
PER = Percent error in prediction. 
FP = Predicted energy or fuel consumption, units. 
FUA =Actual energy or fuel consumption, units. 
(14) 
Analysis of various degree day methodologies was initially 
done using only houses heated with natural gas and 
electricity. Houses heated with heat pumps will be 
discussed in a later section. 
The first methodology analyzed was standard degree day 
methodology shown in equation 3. The equation utilizes 
basic parameters of heat load and degree days with no 
assumed correction factors for either parameter. Results of 
the analysis are contained in Table X. Rated full load 
furnace efficiency of 75 percent was used for natural gas 




RESULTS OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION PREDICTION 




Calculation Furnace Mean Error Deviation 
Procedure Type (Percent) (Percent) 
ASHRAE Electric 64.3 50.0 
CRHA Electric 16.6 28.9 
ASHRAE Natural Gas 61.6 40.4 
CRHA Natural Gas 7.5 30.4 
*Mean error is the average percent error in prediction of 
energy consumption as calculated by equation 14. 
,; 
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From results shown in Table X, it can be seen that both 
calculation procedures yield unsatisfactory results with the 
standard degree day equation. Clearly, ASHRAE procedures 
greatly over predict energy and fuel consumption. This is 
the primary reason why many attempts have been made to cor-
rect or modify standard degree day methodology. 
One of the first attempts to modify standard degree day 
methodology was made by NEMA (3). Equation 4 represents 
NEMA's proposed modification with the value C equal to 18.5. 
NEMA methodology originally was only developed for predict-
ing electrical energy consumption. Therefore, analysis of 
NEMA methodology was done using only the electrically heated 
' 
portion of the base data set. Results of the analysis are 
contained in Table XI. Again, furnace efficiency is taken 
by NEMA to be 100 percent. 
Modifications by NEMA were found to significantly 
improve prediction accuracy for both load calculation 
routines. Not only was mean percent error reduced, standard 
deviation was also lowered. 
ASHRAE Modified Degree Day Methodology was shown in 
equation S. Correction factors c0 and CF were added to 
modify and improve overall accuracy. From Table I, at de-
sign condition, CD is 0.82. CF was taken from Table II 
for a 20 percent oversized furnace. The value of CF is 
1.56. Factor CF only applied to fuel-fired furnaces and 







RESULTS OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
PREDICTION USING NEMA 
METHODOLOGY 
Furnace Mean Error 
Type (Percent) 









using ASHRAE Modified Degree Day Methodology are contained 
in Table XII. Natural Gas furnace efficiency of 75 percent 
and electric furnace efficiency of 100 percent is used in 
the ASHRAE methodology. 
Modifications to standard degree day procedures made by 
ASHRAE show no improvement. Prediction error is greater 
with the modified procedure than that obtained from standard 
procedures. Because of this, the American Gas Association 
proposed revisions to the ASHRAE method (5). 
AGA proposed equation 6 to be used for more accurate 
prediction of residential energy and fuel consumption. The 
AGA methodology suggests a seasonal furnace efficiency of 
67.5 percent be used for natural gas furnaces and a seasonal 
furnace efficiency of 97.5 percent be used for electric 
resistance furnaces. Results of using AGA methodology are 
contained in Table XIII. 
Results using AGA methodology were found to be 
significantly improved over standard degree day methodology 
and ASHRAE Modified Degree Day Methodology. Results from 
AGA are similar to those found by NEMA. This was expected 
in that the major differences between the two methods is in 
assumptions of furnace efficiency. 
Tables XIV and XV contain summaries of the various 
degree day methodologies for both ASHRAE and CRHA load 
calculations. From the summaries, NEMA and AGA 









RESULTS OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
PREDICTION USING ASHRAE 
MODIFIED DEGREE DAY 
METHODOLOGY 




Natural Gas 106.7 










RESULTS OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION PREDICTION 
USING AGA MODIFIED DEGREE 
DAY METHODOLOGY 
Load Standard 
Calculation Furnace Mean Error Deviation 
Procedure Type (Percent) (Percent) 
ASHRAE Electric . 29. 7 39.4 
CRHA Electric -7.9 22.8 
ASHRAE Natural Gas 38.2 34. 5 













SUMMARY OF DEGREE DAY PREDICTION 
METHODS USING ASHRAE 
HEATING LOAD 






Natural Gas 106.7 
Electric 29. 7 
























SUMMARY OF DEGREE DAY PREDICTION 
METHODS USING CRHA 
HEATING LOAD 
Furnace Mean Error 
Type (P~rcent> 
Electric 16.6 
Natural Gas 7.5 
Electric -10.1 
Electric -4.4 
Natural Gas 37.6 
Electric -7.9 













Development of New Constants 
One approach to improve prediction accuracy of degree 
day methodology was to utilize the basic degree day equation 
and apply an overall correction factor. This is basically 
the technique of improvement that all modified degree day 
procedures have used. Two correction factors were 
developed. A factor, GFact, was developed to be used for 
natural gas heated homes. EFact is the electric resistance 
correction factor. Equations 15 and 16 illustrate use of 
the factors. 
where 
FUG = 0.071 x Q x DD x GFact 
FUE = 0.732 x Q x DD x EFact 
FUG ~ Seasonal fuel consumption, m3. 
FUE = Seasonal energy consumption, kWhr. 
Q = Heat loss rate, kW. 
DD= Seasonal heating degree days (18.3° C base), 
° C-days. 
GFact = Natural gas correction factor. 
EFact = Electric resistance correction factor . 
• 071 = Constant, hrs/° C-days • 





Notice that furnace efficiencies have been incorporated 
into the factors of GFact and EFact. Furnace efficiencies 
are variable and are relatively hard to determine without 
extensive on-site investigation. Because of this, furnace 
efficiencies were incorporated into the basic constants for 
ease in utilizing equations 15 and 16. 
Optimum values of GFact and EFact were determined by 
equating the right hand side of equations 15 and 16 to 
actual energy or fuel consumption of the research houses. 
This was done using both ASHRAE load calculation procedures 
and CRHA procedures. Results are shown in Tables XVI and 
XVII. 
It should be emphasized that GF~ct and EFact are merely 
constants which serve to improve prediction accuracy. They 
were developed from the base data itself. Therefore, before 
constants such as these are applied for use in Oklahoma 
houses, more data are needed to validate their accuracy. 
Influence of Base Temperature 
on Heating Degree Days 
In order to determine effect of degree day base 
temperature on prediction accuracy, it was necessary to vary 
base temperature and note corresponding changes in overall 
prediction accuracy. In this process, it was also necessary 
to determine change in magnitude of seasonal heating degree 




CONSTANT CORRECTION FACTOR USED TO IMPROVE 




Calculation Error Deviation 
Methodology GFact (Percent) (Percent> 
ASHRAE 0.83 0.6 25.1 
CRHA 1. 25 0.8 28.5 
TABLE XVII 
CONSTANT CORRECTION FACTOR USED TO IMPROVE 
DEGREE DAY ACCURACY FOR ELECTRIC 
RESiqTANCE FURNACES 
Load Mean Standard 
Calculation Error Deviation 
Methodology EFact (Percent) (Percent) 
ASHRAE 0.61 0.2 30.5 
CRHA 0.86 0.3 24.7 
... 
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standard 18.3° C base. Three locations within the State 
of Oklahoma were used to determine this change. The loca-
tions were Goodwell, Oklahoma City, and Idabel. Long term 
average degree days for each location are shown in Table 
XVIII. The locations of Goodwell and Idabel represent 
extremes in Oklahoma climate. As can be seen from the tabu-
lation of degree days, Goodwell represents colder regions of 
Oklahoma in the Oklahoma panhandle. Idabel represents 
warmer regions of southeastern Oklahoma and Oklahoma City 
represents average Oklahoma conditions. 
Daily average temperature data were compiled for calen-
dar years 1974 and 1978 for both Goodwell and Idabel. From 
daily average temperatures, seasonal' heating degree days 
were calculated for base temperatures from 15.6° C to 
18.3° c. From this data, reduction in seasonal heating 
degree days from seasonal heating degree days calculated 
with a 18.3° C base were plotted as a function of base 
temperature. These graphs are shown in figures 4 and 5. 
Daily average temperatures were also developed for 
Oklahoma City for calendar year 1978 and for a 34 year 
period of record. Daily average temi;>eratures for the 34 
year period were obtained from an Oklahoma City weather tape 
·compiled. by the National Oceanic and Atmo.spheric Adrninistra-
tion (31). Seasonal heating degree days at various base 
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degree days from the 18.3° C standard as a function of 
base temperature is expressed in Figure 6 for the Oklahoma 
City location. 
Each of the three figures reveal reduction in heating 
degree day base temperature can be approximated by a linear 
function of base temperature. The figures also reveal only 
a relatively small variation due to data taken in different 
years. Figure 7 contains a comparison of the three loca-
tions. Assuming that Goodwell and Idabel represent extremes 
in Oklahoma climate, all locations in Oklahoma would be 
expected to fall in the range illustrated by Figure 7. 
Using average degree day data for each location shown 
in Table XVIII, an average percent reduction in seasonal 
heating degree days per degree day change in base tempera-
ture can be calculated. The slope of the line for each 
location represents the reduction in seasonal heating degree 
days per degree Celsius change in base temperature. By 
dividing the slope by long term average seasonal heating 
degree days (18.3° C base), a degree day correction fac-
tor can be derived. This correction factor represents the 
reduction in seasonal heating degree days per degree Celsius 
change in base temperature as a function of seasonal heating 
degree days calculated at 18.3° C base. Correction fac-
tors for each location are shown in Table XIX. 
As an example of the use of the degree day correction 
factor, suppose long term average seasonal heating degree 
days are desired for Oklahoma City for a 16.3° c base tern-
r t; 
• 600 0 1974 Doto 
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Figure 4. Reduction in Seasonal Heating 
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Figure 5. Reduction in Seasonal Heating Degree 
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Figure 7. Comparison of Change in Seasonal 
Heating Degree Days with Base 




DEGREE DAY BASE CORRECTION FACTORS 
Average 
Degree Days Correction 
Location (° C-days> Factor 
Goodwell 2400 0.090 
Oklahoma City 2052 0.091 




perature. From Table XIX, the correction factor per 0 c 
change in base temperature is 0.091. For a two degree 
change in base temperature, total reduction will be 0.182 
times the long term average degree days (18.3° c base) 
for Oklahoma City. For this procedure, total reduction is 
373 degree days. Therefore, lon~ term average degree days 
for Oklahoma City at a base temperature of 16.3° C are 
1678. 
Harris et al. (12) developed a degree day correction 
factor, Ka· This was done by calculating seasonal degree 
days at various base temperatures for 46 cities across the 
United States. For each city, the average percent change in 
total number of degree days per season per degree Farenheit 
change in base temperature was determined. These values 
were then plotted against the total number of degree days 
per season at a base temperature of 65° F. The results 
are shown in Figure 8. For the range of degree days (65° 
F base) found in Oklahoma, the Harris correction factor, 
ranges from approximately 0.50 to 0.63. This is equivalent 
to values of 0.09 to 0.113 in terms of degree Celsius, and 
thus, is in very good agreement·with results obtained in 
this study. The equation developed· by Harris to predict 
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Ka= Degree day correction factor (° F base) 
Ds =Seasonal heating degree days (65° F base) 
67 
Equation 17a is an identical relationship using heating 
degree days with 18.3° C base temperature. The value 
Kd given in equation 17a is a correction factor based on 
change in base temperature per degree Celsius. 
Kd = 8.19/CDD)· 577 Cl7a) 
Because of the good agreement between the study by Harris 
(13) and the study completed in this research, equation 17a 
was used to correct seasonal heating degree days for various 
base temperatures. 
Reducing Degree Day Base Temperature 
An additional approach to improve degree day methods of 
predicting seasonal energy or fuel use in residential struc-
tures was centered around the parameter of seasonal heating 
degree days. From the review of literature, it was found 
that degree days were formulated on a base or reference tern-
perature of 18.3° C in excess of 40 years ago. Much 
speculation has been given to the need for reducing base tern-
perature. Houses constructed during the past 20 years have 
typically been constructed with higher thermal standards 
68 
than those of the 1930's and 40's. Therefore, using the 
base data collected for this study, an analysis was made on 
the effects of reducing seasonal heating degree days by 
reducing base or reference temperature. To determine these 
effects, the standard degree day equation (equation 3) was 
utilized with no correction factors applied. The data set 
of 87 houses heated with electric resistance furnaces ~as 
divided into two base data sets. One data set contained 55 
houses and the other contained 32. Initial analysis was 
made using the 55 house data set. Electric resistance 
houses were chosen for the initial phase of this study 
becarise of their relatively constant furnace efficiency. 
Furnace efficiencies for electric resistance furnaces are 
' 
commonly taken to be in a range from 95 to 100 percent. For· 
this phase of the s~udy, electric resistance furnace effi-
ciency was taken to 100 percent. Therefore, the only vari-
able parameters in the basic equation were heat load and 
seasonal heating degree days. Values for heat loads were 
calculated with both ASHRAE procedures and CRHA procedures. 
Fixing heat load calculations by these procedures, seasonal 
heating degree days were reduced by reducing base tempera-
ture. For CRHA load calculation procedures, base tempera-
ture was varied from 15.6° C to 17.7° c. Base 
temperature was varied from 12.7° C to 17.7° c for 
ASHRAE load calculation procedures. Results of this step in 








PREDICTION ACCURACY AS A FUNC'rION OF 
BASE TEMPERATURE FOR CRHA LOAD 
CALCULATION PROCEDURES 
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Temperature Mean Error Standard Deviation 
( 0 C) (Percent) (Percent) 
17.7 8.1 29. 8 
17.2 2.2 28.3 
16.7 -3.6 26.7 
16.1 -9.4 25.1 
15.5 -15.3 23.5 
Base 
TABLE XXI 
PREDICTION ACCURACY AS A FUNCTION OF BASE 
TEMPERATURE FOR ASHRAE LOAD 
CALCULATION PROCEDURES 
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Temperature Mean Error Standard Deviation 
( 0 c) (Percent) (Percent) 
17.7 52.9 50.8 
17.2 44.6 48.1 
16.7 36. 4 45.5 
16.1 28.l 42.8 
15.5 19.9 40.2 
14.9 11.7 37.6 
14.4 3.4 34.9 
13.8 -4.8 32.3 
13.3 -13.1 29.7 





From this analysis, a base temperature of approximately 
16.9° c appears to yieid best results when heating loads 
are calculated with CRHA procedures. A base temperature of 
14.2° c seems to be more appropriate for ASHRAE load 
procedures. 
Seasonal heating degree days calculated at base temper-
atures of 16.9° C and 14.2° C were used to analyze the. 
data set with the remaining 32 houses heated with electric 
resistance furnaces. Prediction results using these base 
temperatures are contained in Table XXII. Mean errors and 
standard deviations reported in Table XXII are within reason-
able limits for degree day applications. These values sup-
port the base temperature results obtained on the original 
data set of 55 houses. 
The final step in this phase of the overall study was 
to evaluate prediction accuracy using fixed degree day base 
temperatures of 16.9° C for CRHA load procedures and 
14.2° C for ASHRAE load procedures on research houses 
heated with natural gas furnaces. A rated full load furnace 
efficiency of 75 percent was used in the basic degree day 
equation. Results are shown in Table XXIII. 
Again, results of using reduced values of base tempera-
ture appear to be satisfactory even on houses heated with 
natural gas furnaces. Even though the mean error reveals 
overall prediction to be low, prediction accuracy still 




PREDICTION ACCURACY USING MODIFIED BASE 
TEMPERATURE ON 32 ELECTRICALLY 
HEATED HOUSES 
Base Mean 
Calculation Temperature Error 
Methodology ( 0 c) (Percent) 
ASHRAE 14.2 2.9 








PREDICTION ACCURACY USING MODIFIED BASE 
TEMPERATURE ON RESEARCH HOUSES 
HEATED WITH NATURAL GAS 
Load Base Mean Standard 
Calculation Temperature Error Deviation 
Methodology ( 0 c) (Percent) (Percent) 
ASHRAE 14.2 -3.8 24. 2 
CRHA 16.9 -7.0 26.3 
" ~· 
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Heat Pumps and Degree Day Methodology 
Of the 207 research houses, 15 were heated with elec-
tric air source heat pumps. Prediction of seasonal energy 
consumption for a house heated with an electric air source 
heat pump on a simplified basis is normally done by first 
predicting energy consumption for the same house assuming it 
is heated with an electric resistance furnace. Knowing ener-
gy consumption of an electric resistance furnace, a seasonal 
efficiency can be applied for the heat pump to obtain season-
al energy consumption. As has been stated earlier, electric 
resistance furnaces have relatively constant efficiencies 
near 100 percent. Seasonal efficiency of a heat pump is 
expressed as a seasonal performance factor. Seasonal per-
formance factor (SPF) is a ratio of energy output over the 
heating season to energy input to the heat pump. A common 
average value of SPF for Oklahoma is 2.0. This says that 
over the entire heating season a heat pump outputs two times 
as much energy as it consumes. This is because the heat 
pump moves energy rather than converts energy. Electric 
resistance furnaces and natural gas furnaces convert an ener-
gy or fuel source to usable heat. The heat pump extracts 
heat from one source and moves it to another location. Air 
source heat pumps extract heat from outdoor air and move 
this heat to the interior of the home as usable heat. There-
fore, if the energy consumption of a house heated with an 
electric resistance furnace is known, energy consumption 
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of the same house using a heat pump can be calculated by 
dividing electric resistance energy consumption by the 
seasonal performance factor. In this study, an SPF of 2.0 
was used. Prediction results obtained from the various 
degree day methodologies are contained in Table XXIV. 
With all methodologies, prediction accuracy of seasonal 
energy consumption of air s'ource heat pumps is low. In some 
cases mean error is acceptable, but standard deviation is 
high. Similar results are obtained when using degree day 
methodology based on constant reduced base temperature. 
These results are shown in Table XXV. 
There are at least two primary reasons for the poor pre-
diction accuracy of energy consumption in houses heated with 
heat pumps. One has to do with the particular year in which 
base research data for this study was taken. The winter 
seasons of both 1978 and 1979 were extremely cold. In ex-
tremely cold conditions, heat pump capacity is reduced while 
structural demand for heat increases. During these times, 
supplemental heat in the form of electric resistance strip 
heaters is employed. As already stated, SPF of resistance 
heat is 1.0. Therefore, in cold conditions and severe 
winter seasons, SPF may drop well below 2.0. This can 
result in a major source of error. 
The second reaso.n for error in prediction of heat pump 
energy consumption is the base assumption of average values 

















PREDICTION ACCURACY OF DEGREE DAY 
METHODOLOGIES FOR AIR SOURCE 
HEAT PUMPS 
Heat 























PREDICTION ACCURACY USING CONSTANT DEGREE 
DAY BASE TEMPERATURE FOR AIR 
SOURCE HEAT PUMPS 
Base Mean Standard 
Temperature Error Deviation 
( 0 c) (Percent) (Percent) 
14.2 -33.4 31.4 
16.9 -32.1 36.3 
. ' 
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another. Assuming constant efficiencies for all houses can 
lead to significant error. Additional research is needed in 
the area of seasonal efficiencies for heat pumps. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
Energy consumption, thermal, and structural characteris-
tic data were collected for 207 houses in the State of Okla-
homa. The data were used to evaluate simplified degree day 
techniques for predicting seasonal heating energy or fuel 
consumption in residential structures. Various degree day 
I 
methodologies investigated in the study were the standard 
degree day method, National Electrical Manufacturers Associa-
tion modified method, American Society of Heating, Refrigera-
tion, and Air-Conditioning Engineers modified method, and 
the American Gas Association modified degree day procedure. 
All methods were found to have considerable error of 
prediction. An investigation into the reason for errors in 
prediction yielded two major sources. One source of error 
was found in calculation of heating loads. For the study, 
heating loads were calculated by two methods. Commonly used 
and accepted ASHRAE procedures served as one method while an 
additional procedure was developed which concentrated on 
average heat loss rates rather than design loads. From the 
analysis of both procedures, ASHRAE procedures appear to 
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over predict design heat loss values. Major errors of 
over prediction within ASHRAE procedures appear to be in 
floor and infiltration heat loss calculations. The study 
was not intended to promote the revised load calculation 
technique over ASHRAE procedures. However, results appear 
to be more satisfactory with the revised load calculation 
procedures. 
The second major source of error in simplified degree 
day methodologies was found to be in.degree day base tempera-
ture. An investigation was made into the effect of varying 
base temperature on prediction accuracy of standard degree 
day methods. Lowering base temperature achieved good re-
sults in improving overall predictiqn accuracy. Using CRHA 
I 
load calculation procedures, an optimum base temperature of 
16.9° c was derived. Using ASHRAE procedures, a base tern-
perature of 14.2° c was found to yield best results. 
This finding supports earlier conclusions that ASHRAE load 
calculation procedures overestimate design loads and there-
fore result in over prediction of seasonal energy or fuel 
consumption. A base temperature of 14.2° C appears to be 
an extremely low base. To illustrate this, Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma has an average seasonal heating degree days (° C 
-days) value of 2052 when calculated using 18.3° C as a 
base temperature. At a 16.9° C base temperature, average 
seasonal heating degrees are 1765. At a base temperature of 
14.2° C, the value is 1025. The latter value appears to 
be extremely low. 
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Even though 16.9° C appears to be a reasonable base 
temperature, it should not be taken as a strict value for 
common use. As derived in this study, errors in calcula-
tions of heat load are incorporated into the derivation of 
base temperature. Therefore, if significant errors were 
made in the load calculations, base temperatures reported by 
this study will also be in error. 
While the study did not yield a conclusive determina-
tion of degree day base temperature, it was valuable in 
noting errors in currently used degree day procedures. It 
was also valuable in determining sources of error, need for 
improvement, and need for future research. In addition, by 
using analysis results from the study, improved predictions 
of seasonal heating energy or fuel consumption can be made 
on Oklahoma homes. 
Conclusions 
1. Calculation of heat loss rate with ASHRAE 
procedures yielded excessively high values. Errors in 
calculation procedure were found to be primarily in floors 
and infiltration. 
2. Currently used modified degree day methodologies do 
not satisfactorily predict residential seasonal heating 
energy or fuel consumption in Oklahoma. 
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3. Use of revised load calculation procedures 
developed in this study and a degree day base temperature of 
16.9° C yields improved results in prediction of seasonal 
heating energy or fuel consumption in Oklahoma houses. 
Suggestions for Future Work 
From this study, it can be clearly seen that work is 
needed in the calculation of structural heating loads. 
Current load calculation procedures need to be re-evaluated 
for accuracy. One method of evaluating actual structural 
heating loads is by collecting hourly energy consumption and 
temperature data for residential str';1ctures heated with elec-
tric resistance furnaces. Because resistance furnaces have 
efficiencies of 100 percent, hourly energy consumption can 
be correlated with ipside-outside temperature differences. 
By obtaining energy consumption or energy demand as a 
function of temperature difference, heating demand or load 
can be estimated at design conditions. This type of data 
will aid in determining accuracy of present simplified load 
calculation techniques. 
Further investigations need to be made in the areas of 
design heat loss in concrete slab-on-grade floors and 
infiltration. Even though significant research has been 
conducted in these areas, research specifically oriented to 
determination of design loads in each of these components is 
needed. Further investigation is also needed in the area of 
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degree day base temperature. Studies relating base temper-
ature or balance temperature to internal heat gains of a 
structure are needed. Further work is needed in studies 
such as the one reported in this thesis to develop more 
insight into appropriate degree day base temperatures. 
Research in seasonal efficiencies of air source heat 
pumps is also needed. Seasonal efficiencies of residential 
heat pumps vary with heat pump design, structural thermal 
characteristics, sizing, and geographical location. Studies 
need to be conducted to determine more reliable techniques 
of estimating seasonal performance. 
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COLLECTED AND COMPUTED DATA 
FOR RESEARCH HOUSES 
Research data for the .2Q7 houses used in this study are 
contained in Table XXVI. Definition of the variable list is 
as follows: 
1. DD - Seasonal heating degree days, ° C-days. 
2. QCHRA - Design heat load calculated by CRHA 
methodology, w. 
3. QASHRAE - Design heat load'calculated by ASHRAE 
' ' 
methodology, W. 
4. FUA - Actual seasonal energy consumption. If FUH = 
1, FUA = m3. If FUH = 3 or 4, FUA = kWhr. 
5. TLA - Total living area, m2. 
6. RC - Ceiling thermal resistance, ° C-m2;w. 
7. FAF - Frame floor area, m2. 
8. FAS - Slab floor area, m2. 
9. RF - Frame floor th~rmal :resistance, ° C-m2/w. 
10. DA - Exterior door area without storm doors, m2. 
11. DAS - Exterior door area with storm doors, m2. 
12. GAS - Single glass area facing South, m2. 
13. GAN - Single glass area facing North, m2. 
14. GAE - Single glass area facing East, m2. 
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15. GAW - Single glass area facing West. m2 . 
16. GASD - Double glass area facing South, m2. 
17. GAND - Double glass area facing North, m2. 
18. GAED - Double glass area facing East, m2. 
19. GAWD - Double glass area facing West, m2. 
20. PL - Perimeter length, m. 
21. WA - Net exterior wall area, m2 . 
22. RW - Exterior wall thermal resistance, ° C-
m2;w. 
23. RCOL - Roof color; 1 =Dark, 2 =Light. 
24. FTYP - Floor type; 1 = Suspended frame, 2 = 
Concrete slab, 3 = Combinat.ion. 
i 
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25. SLABI - Concrete slab insulation; 1 =Yes, 2 =No. 
26. DUCTL - Supply duct location; 1 = No duct system, 
2 = Concrete slab, 3 = Attic space, 4 = Suspended 
frame floor, 5 =Conditioned space. 
27. DUCTI - Duct insulation; 1 =No insulation, 2 = 
2.54 cm duct insulation, 3 = 5.08 cm duct 
insulation. 
28. WC - Wall construction type; 1 = Brick veneer, 
2 = Frame, 3 = Masonry. 
29. IC - Infiltration condition; 1 =Tight, 2 =Medium, 
3 = Loose. 
30. OCC - Number of occupants. 
31. FUH - Type of heating system; 1 = Natural gas, 
2 = L.P. gas, 3 = Electric resistance, 4 = 
Electric heat pump. 
VAR [A "1L E \' f13 S 1 2 3 
OD 1n~ 
1 5., 3 
l'-~H QCHRA ~i tis 
QASHR~E 9316 10135 16827 
FUA 17433. 0 15561.0 23590.0 
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25 26 27 
2J9l 2l 9H 23 'll 
11203 7fll 1 127~~ 
16 050 104 q3 ll)Oq7 
1403i.o 10821.0 i q 7 '15. 0 
q • 5 130.l l99.7 
4. 7 4.4 2. f> 
<J 7. 5 0. (' o.o 
o. 0 130.1 199.7 
o. 0 o.o o.o 
~-2 o.o 3.n 
(i. 0 ~-9 o.o 
(J. 0 .o o.c 
o.o i). 0 o.o o. li o.o o.o 
o. 0 o.o 3.7 
7.3 7.5 A·o 7. 7 4.8 .o 
2.6 2.4 lC.7 o.o o.o 6.7 
40. 4 54. 9 70.1 
76.9 116.2 145 .8 
0. (J 2.2 2.2 
2 2 2 
1 2 2 
1 1 2 
3 3 2 
2 3 1 
l 1 1 
2 2 l 
2 3 4 
J 3 3 
28 79 
2227 25,6 
A350 109 8 
11558 14012 
1"545.0 19592.0 
189. s 173.9 
1. 0 3.2 o.o o.o 
lqCl.S 1 '13.9 c.o o.o 
3. 9 o.o 
1. 7 5.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o. 0 o.o o.o o.o 
3.6 11.6 
4. 1 o.o 
3. 6 o.o 
6.o 4.8 


















16 • 6 
2 c: 
·~ o.o 
Ui9. 6 c.o o.o 
3. 4 



















VARIA9LE \ OPS Jl 32 33 11 
DD 25 26 2'.:l26 239fl 2:. 26 
QCHPA 3786 12174 9262 9537 
QASHP AE 1%74 15683 11559 12356 
FUA 19031.0 17560.0 10700.0 16020.0 
TLA ti 9. 3 19'1.0 l '54. 9 l fl2. 6 
RC 3.2 3.l J.2 3.2 
FAF o.o 139. () o.o o.o 
FAS 119.3 ':iO. 0 154.J l !'.!2. 6 
RF o.o r.s o.o o.o 
DA I}. 0 0. () o.o o.o 
DAS 3.4 5.3 3.4 3.4 
GAS 0.7 0 ,. . ., o.o o.o 
GAN 1.7 o.o o.o o.o 
GAE 9.3 o.J o.o o.o 
GAW 3.3 O.il o.J o.o 
GASD o.o 6.a 10.1 2.J 
GANO o.o 2.1 s.s 1.0 
GAEO o.o 10.0 3.4 o.o 
GAll.O o.o 10.0 o.o 12.1 
Pt 52.1 IJ'l. 2 62. B 68.6 
wA 93.2 141.5 130.8 148. 9 
Riil 1.9 l.9 1.9 l. 9 
RCOt 2 2 2 2 
FTYP 2 3 2 2 
SLAB I ~ 2 1 1 DUCTt ·t 3 2 
DUCT I 1 2 3 1 
•C l l l l 
IC l l l 1 
DCC 6 6 4 4 
flJll J J 3 3 
(Continued) 
35 36 ]7 
2!:>00 23 91 23f6 
75ltl 90?6 <ll 0 2 
10674 20511 107P6 
'lJ21.0 230R9.0 J.'iJ06.0 
l''il. 4 162. 0 llfl .4 
1. 7 2.2 1.0 
15 ! • 4 162.0 o.o o. 0 o.o l'8.4 
1. 1 o.o c.0 o.o 3.8 o.o o. 2 o.o 3 • ., 
v.J o.o o.o o. 0 o.o o.o o.o 0. o- 0.0 
G. I) c.g o.g 
2. 4 4. n. 
o. 3 3.8 c. (' 
4.9 2.3 f.. 7 
5 • .: 2.~ n .o 4'J. 4 57. '19. 4 
104.8 124.2 .i. c;5. 9 
1. 6 2.6 3.0 
2 2 1 
1 1 2 
1 l ~ l 3 
l 3 ' L 
2 ' J 1 t 1 
2 c: 2 





P'lfil.O 17426.0 no. 4 128.4 
l. 7 4.7 
o. 0 128.4 
120. 4 o.o o.o o.o 
0. 0 o.o 
1.9 1.9 o.o 4.5 o. 0 1.2 o.o 4.3 o.o 0.7 
o. 0 o.o o. 0 o.o 
6.1 o.o 
5.9 O.J 
<\5. J 18.9 
97. 4 104.8 
3. 0 2.1 
2 2 






































VARIA~LE: \ 'lBS 41 42 43 44 
8~HRA 2523 2423 25!:>6 2523 9600 8779 11039 12113 
QA SH RAE 11716 ~0633 13348 25028 FUA 15544.0 14 86. 0 11389.0 18024. 0 
TLA 167. 2 125.4 137.~ 204.4 RC 2.7 2.2 2. 1.1 
FAF o.o o.o o.o 204. 4 
FAS 167.2 125. 4 137.l o.o 
RF o.o o.o o.o o.o 
DA o.o o.o o.o o.o 
DAS s.5 s.1 ~-1 s.o GAS o. o.o .o o.o 
GAN o.o o.o o.o o.o 
GAE o.o o.o o.o o.o 
GUI o.o o.o o.o o.o 
GASD o.o 6.-} A·B 8.4 GANO 1.2 10.3 .o 10. 0 
GAED 9.9 1.1 5.4 9.4 
GAWO ~-0.5 o.o 6.6 5.6 PL 6.1 54.9 50.6 54.3 
ii A 111.s 111. l 106.8 95. 2 
RW 1.6 1.6 1.6 2.0 
RCOL 1 2 2 2 
FTYP 2 2 2 1 
SLAIH 1 1 2 1 
DOC TL 2 3 2 4 
DUCT I 1 3 3 3 
~c l 2 1 3 
IC l 1 3 1 ace 2 3 3 4 
FUH 4 4 4 4 
(Continued) 
45 46 47 
2500 1972 21 R2 
23255 11668 .i.5CJ78 
~Q840 l 6 c; 176C"5 
41) 80.0 9011.0 22641.0 371. 6 213. 7 .!10 • .j 6.1 3.0 J.O u.o 213. 7 o.o 
371.6 (). 0 210.4 o. 0 1.8 o.o o.o o.o 3.7 
2't. 2 5.4 o.o o. 0 o.o o.o 
o. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0 .o o.o o.o o.o 
8.3 ~-0 10 .o 15. 9 .o 10.0 14. 2 8 •. 0 2.0 
8.2 1.0 fl .o 
118. 9 58. 5 57.9 
2n.2 114.0 'll. 2 
3.5 1.9 1.9 
2 2 1 
2 1 2 
2 1 1 
2 4 3 
1 3 3 3 ~ 2 ~ 2 2 3 
4 4 4 
48 49 
2221 2526 
5409 f1352 6982 419 q225. 0 10250.0 en. 0 232.7 
2. 6 5.4 
o. 0 o.~ CJl.O 23~-o.o .o 
1. 7 o.o 
~- 0 7.2 • 5 o.o 
2. 2 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 9.9 o.o 16.2 






2. 6 3.1 2 1 
2 2 
2 ~ 1 1 1 
3 2 











3.5 o.o o.g o. o. 0 















TABLE XXVI (Continued) 
VARIABLE \ OBS 'j 1 52 53 54 55 56 
8~HRA 361' 6 ~216 i32H e§U UH i17H l '2 123 QASHRAE 15117 12372 20052 14955 13093 281 so FUA 4469.0 9366.0 12946.0 13002.0 q73 !. 0 30 86. 0 TLA 155.4 177.1) 163.0 200. 6 131. 5 176.5 RC 4.7 f). 4 4.7 3.9 1. J 3.9 
FAF o.o 0. i) 112.9 200.6 o. 0 176.5 
FAS 155.4 177 .o <;I). 2 o.o 131.s o.o RF o.o o.o J.O 1.3 o. 0 o.o DA 1.6 o.o 3.4 o.o o. 0 5.9 OAS 2.0 J.9 2.0 3.9 3. l g:~ GAS o.o o.o o.o o.o u. 0 
GAN 7.9 o.o o.o o.o o. 0 o.o GAE o.o c.o o.o o.o o. 0 o.o GAw 4.6 o.o o.o o.o o. 0 2.1 
GASD o.o 0.9 '~.8 2.7 2. 3 o.o GANO 2.7 5.a ij. 0 4.5 2: t 9.6 GAED l.R .J .o 4.5 8.8 
GAWD 2.1 7.8 2.9 6.1 o.o o.o PL 61. Q, 52.CJ 43. 9 63.1 54. 7 48.J.l 
WA l 25. 9 110.1 127. l 133 • 1 - -- -i:rn. 4 119.8 
RW 2.2 2.2 1.6 2. 2 2. 0 o.o RCOL 1 2 1 2 1 2 FTF 2 2 3 l 2 1 SL BI 2 2 2 1 2 1 DUCTL 2 2 J 4 2 4 DUCT I l l 2 3 3 3 WC l ~ l 1 3 2 IC 2 2 l 2 2 occ 2 1 2 4 2 4 
FUH 4 1 4 4 4 ' 
c;7 58 
"J2 J;4 
~4 1 1b6H 15076 
1070.7 
f618 
1 12. 3 
114.5 114. 9 
6.2 2.6 114.5 o. o.o 114. 9 o.o o. 0 o.o o. 0 
s.o 1.9 o.o t 3. 3 o.o " 5. 0 o.o 1.7 o.o o. 8 6.0 o. 0 
1.8 o.o 
3. () o.o 
3.6 o.o 
55 .8 46. 0 
L 36 • 0 100. J 
2.2 1. 3 
2 2 
1 ~ 1 
3 3 
























17~0 94 6 




o.o o. 0 o. 0 
5.9 
5.6 
















VARIA~LE \ ans fi 1 €2 63 64 
DD 1780 1780 2118 2118 
QCHRA 104lJ5 9571 15047 15345 QA SH RAE 11617 122B3 22704 21292 
FUA 1387 .5 3511. 3 2067.1 27 46. 7 
TLA 131.9 195.1 111.5 92.9 RC 3.9 4.4 o.o o.o 
FAF o.o o.o 111.5 92. 9 
FAS 131.9 195.1 o.o o.o 
RF o.o o.o o.o o.o 
DA o.o o.o 3.9 3.9 
DAS 4.0 ~:6 0.1) o.~ GAS 8.9 l. 7 1. 
GAN 6.1 o.o 1.7 0.8 
GAE 3.9 I). 0 a·7 1.7 GAii 2.6 o.o .B o.a GASD o. 1.3 o.o o. 0 
GANO o.o 4.2 o.o o.o 
GAED o.o o.o o.o o.o 
GlliD o.o o.o o.o o. 0 PL 16.7 53.6 42.7 39.6 WA 109.3 12'.>.2 94.3 87. 7 
RW 2.3 1.3 o.o o.o RCOL l 2 2 FTYP 2 2 l 1 
SLA!lI 1 2 1 1 DUCTL 3 3 l 4 
DUCT I J_ 2 3 2 
~c 1 2 2 2 
IC 1 l 2 2 ace 3 1 l 5 
fUH 1 l 1 1 
(Continued) 
6 5 66 67 
2146 1921 l q21 
12911 9032 L 2195 
2f 863 11027 i4669 11 4. 9 1500.8 1JR7.5 
144. 9 110 .o 154.6 
2. 6 2.2 2.2 
144. 9 o.o o.o o. 0 110.0 154.6 o. 0 o.o 0 .o 
I). I) o.o o.o 
2. 0 5.9 2.0 
5. 2 4.9 4.3 
1. 9 2.1 fl. 5 
o. 2 1.7 2.1 
4. 5 O.B 1 • 4 o. 0 o.o o.o o. 0 o.o o.o o. 0 o.o o.o 
I). 0 o .. o o.o 
59.4 43 .9 'il. 2 
--12s. 3 91.6 106.6 
1.3 1.3 1.3 
2 2 1 
l 2 2 
l 2 .., 
3 3 3 
2 ?. 2 
l l 1 
l 1 l 
'.> 3 4 







4.4 o.o pis. s 
o. 0 
~. 6 


















'~'HS 1 4.0 
139.4 
2.2 




















121 • 6 
78.0 
2.2 




2. 2 o. 6 
1.7 















VARIABLE \ OBS 71 72 73 74 
DD 18"'~ f062 i~~H 1tU~ QCHRA 76~ 1 895 QlSHRlE 159C3 l 92'l0 24447 13017 
fUA 19~2.2 2576.d 2123.B 2067 .1 TU 1 0.4 134. 7 1.34.7 139.4 
RC 2.2 2.6 o.o 2.2 
fAf l 20. 4 134.7 134.7 o.o FAS o.o o.o o.o 1:n.4 
RF o.o Ci. 0 o.o o.o D• 2.0 o.o o.o o.o DAS 2.0 3.9 3.9 5.9 
GAS 0. (J - 0. 0 o.o 1. 1 GAN o.o o.o o.o o.o GAE o.o o.o o.o 2.0 GAW o.o l). 0 o.o ~-9 GASD 3.0 s.2 1.9 .o 
GANO 3.9 3.2 1.7 o.o GAED 3.0 6.5 o.a o.o cum 1.5 6.5 3.3 o.o PL jl-9 36.6 15.2 51.2 WA 9.0 69.3 31.l 110 .1 
Riii o.o 0. () o.u 0.7 
RCOL 2 2 2 2 
FTYP l 1 l 2 
SLA¥I 1 1 1 2 DUC L J ~ J DUCT I 3 2 2 
WC 2 2 2 J IC l 1 l l occ 4 2 2 2 
f'UH l l l l 
(Continued) 
75 76 77 
iHH 3H~ 203~ 96 <; 
fH84 pis~ UOH 2 l!J. 4 1 55. 1J fl7 .5 
12 ~- 4 154.6 l.'54.6 
l.5 2.6 2.6 
125.4 o.o n.o 
(). 0 154.6 154.6 o.o o.o o.o o.o 3.9 o.o 
5.9 o.o 3.9 o. 0 2.a '5.6 u.o 5.6 2.8 
o. 0 1.7 o.a 
o. 0 0.8 1.7 g• 5 o.o o.o .a o.o o.o 
5. 0 o.o o.o 
7.6 o.o o.o 
45.7 51.2 c;1. 2 
81.6 110 .1 110 .1 
1. 6 2.2 2.2 




3 ~ 2 
2 1 1 
2 2 2 
5 3 5 
1 1 1 
78 79 
"'21 8 23Qk 
t'-605 1090 
27991 1438? '.'0'15. 5 2208. 
209.0 1R5.8 
6.8 2.6 
2"9. 0 o.o o.o 1%.8 o.o o.o n. o 3.3 
4.9 2.0 
! 2.8 o.o 
- o. 0 o.o 6.3 o.o 
2. 4 0.6 o. 0 o.e 
3.6 _0.6 o.o 7.4 o.o 5.5 
73.5 66.4 



















2.1 o.o o.o 














VARIABLE\ OBS fl l ;j2 83 q4 
ggHRl ~u~ 2116 HH ~391 11602 459 
QASHRAE 11637 14314 17862 106qo 
FUA 2152. l lSOC.3 2095.5 2831.7 
TLA 134. 7 89.2 'J2.9 139. 4 
RC 2.6 o.o 1.0 2.2 
FAF o.o o.o 92.9 o.o 
FAS 134. 7 8':1. 2 o.o 139.4 
RF o.o O.J o.o o.o 
DA 1.7 3. '1 2.0 0. (} 
DAS 2.0 o.o 2.0 4.1 
GAS o.o J.3 3.9 o.o 
GAN 3.1 J.] 4.1 o.o 
GAE o.o c.o 1.5 o.o 
GU; o.o o.o o.o o.o 
GASO 6.2 lJ .o o.o 3.4 
GANO 5.5 o.o o.o 2.4 
GAED 2.7 o.o o.o 4.6 
~tiiD Ii. 1 0. j) .. o.o J.O 51.8 19. 0 40.2 42.1 
WA l 05 .6 88.4 65.0 qo.1 
RW 2.2 2.2 o.o 1.2 
RCOL 1 2 2 l 
FTYP 2 2 1 2 
SLAB I 2 2 1 2 
DUCTL 2 3 l ., 
DUCT I l 2 1 2 
WC 1 1 1 2 
IC 1 2 2 1 ace 2 3 l 3 
FUH l l 1 1 
(Continued) 
'l5 R6 ~., 
gJ91 
40~ 
13 91 1116 1~U~ 
12868 poP9 20190 
1784. 0 1 41. 4 J5%.3 
R3.b 181 .2 116.1 
1. l 1.1 1.1 
8 3. 6 55. 7 l l lj .1 
o. 0 62.2 o.o 
o. 0 3.1 o.o 
o. 0 o.o 4.5 
2. 0 6~9 0. iJ u.·o o.o 7.8 
o .• 0 o.o 6.1 
o.o o.o 2.i o.o o.o l. 
3. 2 8.! o.o 1. B 7. o.o 
4. 1 1.8 o.o 
41: ~ 8·9 5 • 0 o.o l'J.5 
11a-.5 97.7 "30.1 
v. 7 0.5 o.o 
l 2 /. 
1 3 1 
l 2 1 
1 4 4 
1 2 2 




1 1 ;> 
l 1 1 
fl8 























































































VARIABLE \ 'JBS 'l l 92 93 'l 4 
DD i~H~ l"~~~ ~q~~ 1 ~~b; QCHRA QASHRAE 17063 15330 13152 23358 FUA 23 22. 1812. 3 1897.2 24 35. 3 
TLA 165.1 148. 6 154.6 146. 0 
RC 2.2 2. 2 2.6 l. '} 
FAF o.o 148 .6 o.o 146. 0 
FAS 165.1 l). 0 154.5 o.o 
RF o.o 1. () o.o o.o 
DA o.o ! . 'l 3.9 0.9 DAS 2.5 .5 o.o 5. 
GAS lA. o o.o 2.B o.o GAN .5 0.5 5.6 o.o 
GAE 2.0 u.O 1.1 o.o 
GAiii 3.3 o.o o.a o.o 
CASU o.o 7. 'l o.o 25.l 
GANO o.o s.a o.o l~. 0 GlED o.o 4.o o.o .8 
G.UlO o.o 0.6 o.o o.o 
PL 59.5 56.7 11 .2 ~B. 2 Ill 122.1 114. g 1 0.1 6.7 
RW 1.1 l. 'l 2.2 o.o 
~l~~ l 2 2 2 2 1 2 l 
SLAB I 2 l 1 1 
DUCTL 2 4 3 4 
DUCT I l 2 2 ~ WC 1 1 
IC l 2 2 1 ace 3 3 3 3 
FUH l 1 1 l 
(Continued) 
95 Q6 Q? 
dJH ?H~ iU~~ 
1703:, 14594 2597~ 
2 03 6. 8 1614.l ~2l9eL 
19 2. 1 98.7 L63.5 
1.9 3.3 3.3 o. () 98. 7 16~. ') 192.1 o.o .c o.o o.q o.~ o. 0 ~:o d:o 3. 7 o.o 2.4 2.2 o. 0 4.6 2.2 o.o o.o 2.2 o.o b·s 4.5 16.4 .o o.o 
11. B o.o o.c 
2. 3 o.o o.o 
o. 0 o.o o.o 
68.0 39.6 53.0 
128. 3 !14.4 114.8 
- 1.9 2.3 o.o 
2 1 r 2 1 
2 1 l 
J 4 4 
t "' ~ t 
l 2 2 
2 5 4 
l 1 1 
Cl 13 99 
1~~H ~nB 
22495 ~ 7867 24fi3.6 1 fl4.0 
111. 1 140.5 
2. 1 3 ~ 131. 1 140: o. 0 o.o o.o 
3.7 g.o .o o. 0 3.7 
9.~ o.o 6. o.o . 5.4 o.o 
2.4 o.o o.o 3.3 
o. 0 7.9 o. 0 2.4 o.o 3.0 





3 3 1 




f~87 1 9 • 2 
109.3 
1. 5 
109.J o.o o.o o.o 
J.7 
2. ~ o. 
4.7 
2. a o.o 














VARIABLE \ OBS 101 102 103 104 
DD 2536 2!>36 2062 2146 
QCHRA 1~817 12212 10233 9839 Q.ASHRA.E l 399 22574 15807 20164 
FUA 3114.9 3539.6 1727.J 3199. 8 
TL.A 122.J 151. 9 105.9 139. 4 
RC 3.3 2.;) 1.6 2.3 
FAF 122. 3 151. 9 105.9 139.4 
FAS o.o o.o o.o o.o 
RF o.o o.o o.o o.o 
DA 3.7 (J. 4 o.o o.o 
DA.S o.o o.o 3. 7 3. 7 
GAS 6.2 1.5 o.o 1.5 
GAN ~-6 s.l o.o o.o GAE .o o. o.o 5.6 
GAW o.o 3.0 9.6 2.2 GASO o.o o.o .5 o.o 
GANO o.o o.o 6.5 o.o 
GAED o.~ o.o 3.8 o.o 
GUiD o.o o.o o.o o.o 
PL 49.4 53.6 48.2 46.8 
al 99.9 116. 5 96.7 105. 9 
RW 1.2 1.2 1. 2 1.9 
RCOL 2 2 2 2 
FTYP 1 1 1 1 
SLAB I 1 1 1 1 
DUCTL 4 4 4 4 
DUCT I 
~ 
2 2 2 
iliC ~ 2 ~ IC 1 ace 3 2 2 4 
FUH 1 l 1 1 
(Continued) 
105 11)6 107 
214b 2377 2377 
11tl56 1jH~ 23715 138 AH l"'il q2 
1JF.s 4927 .2 ).:;i 20 .2 l i·6 185.8 130.1 • 3 2.5 1.9 
16~. 6 1'15.8 130 .1 
• 0 o.o o.o 
u.o o.o 1.9 
(J. I) 3.5 J.5 
J. 7 l'. 0 o.o 
1. 1 9.8 7.2 
o. 0 l}-6 6.6 
4. 5 .9 4.9 
6.1 8:8 3 .-'t o. 0 o.o o. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.g o.o o. 0 o. I). 0 
57.9 72.S 52.9 
125.8 149.7 103.3 
l. 9 o.o 1. 
2 2 1 
l 1 1 
1 1 1 
4 4 4 
2 2 2 
~ 1 ; 2 
2 4 4 
l 1 1 
l" 8 1 ()9 
2377 1450 
13615 1 457 
27771 21951 
2576.3 297 3 .3 
213. 9 113.7 
2. 6 5.3 
2ld· 9 113.7 .o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
3. 5 ~-6 .o 





4. 9 o.o 
67 .1 46.3 
138. 9 
1. 















9· 0 10 • 1 o. 0 o.o 




















VARIABLE \ 'lRS 111 112 113 114 
DD 2377 1982 1982 231'1 
QCHRA 16591 18993 13432 9779 
QASHRAE 25004 27030 157 30 19~ 4g FUA 30 R6. 6 2860. 0 2237.0 319 • 
TLA 143.3 153.3 101.3 133.7 
RC 1.9 3.9 3.3 5.3 
FAF 143.3 153.J 101.3 133.7 
FAS o.o o.o o.o o.o 
RF o.o o.o 0.6 o.o 
DA o.o s.s o.o 3.7 
DAS 3.~ o.o 5.t o.o GAS 6. 6.5 o. 4.1 
GAN 5.9 3.1 2.8 6.2 
GAE 2.2 9.B 7.~ ~-6 GUI 0.8 3.7 4. .o 
GASD o.o o.o o.o o.o 
GANO o.o o.o o.o o.o 
GAED o.o o.o o.o o.o cum o.o o.o o.o o.o PL 51.2 67.4 48.2 52.1 
WA 105.1 13~. 4 97. 7 111.1 
RW o.o Ci. 0 o.o 2.6 
RCOL 2 2 2 2 
FTYP 1 l 1 1 
SLAB I l 1 ~ 1 DUCTL 4 4 
DUCT I 2 3 3 2 
WC 1 l 2 1 
IC 2 l 2 2 occ 3 2 3 4 
FUH l l l 1 
(Continued) 
115 116 117 
,536 2377 l fl q4 
598 10534 Hi 186 
1~896 ;s296 17"'00 
23 8. b 2 46. 7 25 4~. 5 
1c2.2 88.2 141.7 
J. 9 3.3 1.9 
102.2 88.2 o.c o.o o.o l.41. 7 o. 0 o.o o.o 
5. b o.o o.o o.o 3.5 s.2 
0.4 3.2 9.4 ? 
1. 7 4.5 2.6 
~ 2. 5 2.8 4.3 
2. 5 1.9 J.4 o. 0 o.o o.o o. 0 o.o o.o a.o o.o o.o 
o. 0 o.o o.o 
41. 1 38.1 54.9 
-111.1 77.1 lOR.9 
1. 9 o.o o.o 
"J. 2 2 




2 J 1 
l l l 
2 1 1 
() 2 2 











106. 6 116.B o. 0 o.o 
o. 0 o.o o.o o.o 
3.5 
2. 0 j:Z 
2.5 o.o 
3.1 27.6 
1. 6 10.2 




~4. 3 77.4 
1.2 l.~ 1 
1 1 













o. 0 o.o 
o.o 
5. s 4. 
5.6 
3.7 o. 8 















VARIABLE \ '18 S 121 122 123 124 
88HRA In§ )536 ~~63 daU 914 ~ 941 QASHRAE 19552 4337 16744 23199 
FUA 2123. 8 4587. 4 2463.6 . 2860,. 0 
TLA 153.3 175.4 120.8 . 138. 5 
RC 3.1 2.0 2.6 2.3 
FAF 153.3 175. 4 120.8 1 38 .. c; 
FAS o.o o.o o.o o.o 
RF o.o o.o o.o o.o 
DA o.o c.o o.o o.o 
DAS 3.5 b·9 tl. 7 ~-1 GAS o.o .o • o .a 
GAN o.o o.o o.o s.s 
GAE o.o o.o o.o l;; 7 
GAW o.o o.o o.o 4.9 
GASD 2.8 4.8 3.0 o.o 
GANO o.o 10.3 4.6 o.o 
GAED 1·0 14.? ~-2 o.o GAWD • o 3 • .4 o.o 
PL 54.9 69.5 50.3 59. 4 
WA 114.6 137 .o 101.6 121.6 RW 1.9 t.9 1.2 1.2 
RCOL 2 2 2 2 
FTYP l 1 1 1 SLAB I 1 l 1 1 
OUCTL 4 4 4 4 
OU CTI 3 2 2 3 
WC 1 l l 1 
IC 1 1 1 2 ace 2 4 3 2 
FUH l l 1 1 
(Continued) 
125 l 26 l 27 
13Hg 3121 1B~6 1 012 
18899 21713 14364 
1642.4 3539. 6 3 .;i 41.4 
116. 1 160. 3 174.6 
2. (i 3.3 2.6 
116. 1 l~0-4 o.o o. 0 o.o 174.6 o. Q o.o o.o o. 0 o.q o.o 
:J. l ~=6 5.9 3 • o.o 
2.5 5.9 o.o 
1.5 4.6 n.o 
6. 9 3.4 c.o 
0. ii o.o 7. 2· o.o o.o 6.9 
I!. 0 g.o 3.6 o. 0 .o 0.5 
44. 5 58.8 62.5 
. 'l.l. 7 120.4 129.5 
1. 2 2.3 1.2 
2 l 2 
1 3 2 
1 2 ~ 4 4 
3 ] 1 
1 ~ 1 2 1 
2 4 2 




1784. 0 2916.7 
1.20. 5 140.B 
1. 3 1-~ o.o 140. 
120. ~ o.o o. o.o 
o. 0 3.7 
1. 9 o.o o. 0 4.7 
3.7 7.7 
5. 2 1.8 o. 0 g.s 
6.~ .o 
1 •. o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
48. 8 56.7 
101. 1 119.~ 
1. 9 1. 
2 2 
2 1 
1 ~ 3 










163. 9 o.o o.o o. 0 
5.~ o. 


















VARIA-:JLE \ 'lBS lJl 132 133 134 
DD iH3~ 2p1 1982 2536 QCHRA 11 4tJ 13609 13297 
QASHRAE 19232 149U 20952 1652~ 
FUA t 925 .6 2491.'l 2061.1 1982. 
TLA 104.0 142.5 141. 3 161. 2 
RC 1.9 4.9 5.J 4.1 
FAF 101.0 o.o 141.3 o.o 
FAS o.o 14 2. 6 o.o 161.2 
RF o.o 0. () o.o 0-~ DA 5.4 1.7 o.o 3. 
DAS o.o 3.7 5.6 o.o 
GAS 4.4 J.2 o.o 8.4 
GAN o.o 1.9 o.o 10.8 
GAE 8.6 7.1 o.o o.o 
GAW 8.6 2.4 o.o o.o 
GASD o.o o.o 5.6 o.o 
GANO o.o o.o 5.6 o. 0 
GA.ED o.o 0. () 2.4 o.o 
~t~m o.o 6~:8 g.o o.g 54.6 5 .5 61. 
WA 106.4 128.9 124.5 125. 8 
RW 2.~ 1.9 o.o 2.6 RCOL 2 1 l 
FTYP l 2 1 2 
SL.AB! 1 2 l 2 
DUCTL 4 3 4 3 
DU CTI 2 t 2 2 illC 1 1 l 
IC 2 2 1 2 
ace 4 4 2 4 
FOH 1 1 1 1 
(Continued) 
135 136 137 
2764 1~94 :ii. 27 
7905 17 gk 7'l 119 
10485 2465 15364 
206 7. l 7.576.B b%.8 
139. ti 137.6 120. 4 
5. 3 3.J 6.7 o. 0 137 .6 120.4 
139.1:1 o.o o.o 
o. 8 o.o '). 0 o. 3.5 o.o 
1.9 o.o 3.7 o. 0 7.8 o.o o. 0 0.9 o.o o.o 6.8 o.o o. 0 4.a o.o 
2. 4 o.o .1.6 o. 0 o.o o.o 
5. 7 o.o 3.9 
s. ~ 53. ~-0 5 .4 6.8 54.9 
-- 117.2 104.0 116.R 
2. ~ 0.9 1-~ 
2 l 1 
2 1 1 
2 4 4 
1 2 t 2 1 
1 2 1 
2 4 2 
l 1 1 
138 139 
p11 2377 






llt:l.6 171.4 o.o o.o o.o o.o o. 0 3.7 
3.7 o.o o. 0 3.1 
o. 0 3.3 o. 0 6.9 o. 0 6.0 
~-8 o.o .o o.o 
2. 9 o.o 
~-4 4 • 3 
o.o 
65.2 







2 t 1 
140 
2243 




105.5 o.o o.o o.o 
J.7 o.o 
o. 0 
3. 6 o. 0 
0.9 o.o o. 0 











VARIABLE \ '135 141 142 143 144 
DO 2377 2377 2377 2317 
QCHRA 1~467 12263 ~0921 ~ 6299 
QASHRAE l 774 15119 0712 ~024 
FUA 2463. 6 1 727. 3 2605.2 23 S.6 
TLA 135. 6 123.2 140.l 107.3 
RC 2.1 2.3 3.3 2.6 
FAF 135. 6 o.o l-10.l 107 .3 
FAS o.o 123. 2 o.o o.o 
RF. (). 0 o.o o.o o.o 
DA o.o o.o 3.7 3.5 
DAS J.5 5.6 o.o o.o 
GAS o.o 5.2 6.0 6.3 
GAN o.o 2. l 2.0 4.6 
GAE o.o 2.0 2.5 4.8 
CAW o.~ ~-5 ~-0 b-4 GASD 6. • a .o .o 
GANO 5.8 o.o o.o o.o 
GAED o.q o.o o.o o.o 
GAWD 1. o.o o.o o.o 
Pt 46. 9 60.4 53.0 53.3 
WA Q2.6 129. B 113.1 109. 3 RW 1.2 1.1 1.9 o. 
R!fOL 2 2 2 2 F yp 1 2 1 l 
SLAB I 1 2 1 1 
OUCTL 4 3 4 4 
DUCT! ~ 2 2 2 we l 1 1 
IC 2 2 2 2 ace 5 2 2 2 FUH 1 1 l 1 
(Continued) 
l.45 146 147 
2377 2377 :!377 
9354 9036 .1.0164 
12192 11970 12601 
20~0.8 





2.9 4.7 2.2 o. 0 o.o o.o 
l?. 5. 0 160. 7 144.0 
o. 0 o.o o.o 
1. 7 1.9 ~-7 :.!. 0 4.1 .o 
3. 4 o.o o.o 
7. 8 o.o 0.0 o. 6 o.o J.4 
8· 6 ~-0 o.o • IJ .6 2.1 
o. 0 4.8 0.1 
o. 0 A·6 g·4 o.o .9 .4 
.54. 3 57 .6 52.4 
llb. 3 127 .9 110.7 
2. 3 1.9 1.3 
1 2 3 2 ~ 1 2 
3 2 J 
~ i 2 1 
2 1 1 
3 4 2 









15.6 148.6 o.o o.o 
1. 7 1.1 
~-5 1.9 .2 3.2 
6. 9 4.6 
3.1 2.3 
2.n '·~ o. o • 0.3 o.o o. o.o o.o o.o 
60.0 54.9 
121. 9 104.4 
1. 3 1.9 


































VARIABLE \ fJBS 151 152 153 154 
DD 2377 241 2 2216 2216 
QC HR A 105£'7 5851 7801 5779 
QASHRAE i 27q3 8772 10094 7506 
FU.A 2803. 4 11148.0 10405 •. 0 10859.0 
TU 130.1 109.S 101.1 83.6 
RC 1.7 5.4 4.7 1.7 
FAF o.o 109.il o.o o.o 
FlS 130.1 o.o 106~ 1 83. 6 RF o.o 2.1 .o o.o 
DA 1.7 o.o 1.6 3.5 
DAS 2.0 3.:} 2.0 o.o 
GAS 6.1 o.o 2.5 o.o 
GAN 1.3 o.o 0.9 o.o 
GAE 1.7 o.o 2.3 o.o 
GUi 5.5 o.o 6.5 o.o 
CASO o.o 4.7 o.o 2.1 cum o.o 4.2 o.o 1.8 
GAED o.o 2.4 o.o 5.4 
GAliD o.o o.g o.o l·a PL 44.8 43. 34.4 4 • 8 
WA n.o q~.o 68.2 4~=~ RW 2.3 .2 2.2 
RCOL 2 2 2 2 
FTYP 2 1 2 2 
SLARI 2 l 2 2 
DUCTL 3 4 3 l 
DU CTI 2 3 3 1 
WC l 1 1 1 
IC 1 2 2 2 
ace 4 3 2 4 
fUH l. J 3 3 
(Continued) 
15~ 156 157 
2116 2216 2216 9 56 F633 10242 
13050 2279 14006 
l.17%. 0 ?7507 .o 12v07.0 
135. 3 263.8 1'14 .4 
2.7 6.1 1.2 
o.o o.o Q4.4 
135. J 263.8 I). 0 
o.o o.o o.o 
o. 0 1.6 o.o 
J. 5 2.2 3.9 o.o 2.a o.o o. 0 19 .8 o.o o.o a.o o.o o. (j 2.2 o.o 
4. 5 o.o 5.2 
o.o o.o 3.8 
6.9 o.o 4." s.o o.o 2.2 
150.0 79.2 3<!.0 
_l_~J: ~ 1'>~-6 76.6 
-~ (\. 0 2 ., 
2 2 i 
l ~ 1 3 1 
3 3 1 
1 1 
' 2 1 4 i:; 1 3 J 3 
158 159 
2388 p13 H321 73~ 10815 1350 
12145. 0 1122~.o 
115. 9 13 .3 
1.a 2.6 
o. 0 
115. 9 132.~ o. 
o. 0 1.0 
2.0 o.o 
3. q 3.9 
1.7 o.g 














3 ~ 1 
2 2 






12 • 6 
1.7 o.o 
127.6 o. 0 
2.0 




















TABLE XXVI (Continued) 
VARIABLE\ fJBS 161 162 163 164 165 166 
DD 2412 2388 2388 2216 2216 22;6 QC HR A 78'72 10196 8101 10024 8166 85 4 QASHRAE 10530 1238 10Fg 13355 10724 ~0760 FUA 5086.0 14406.0 972 • 16469.0 15136. 0 12 11.0 
TLA 113. 0 135.3 102.6 144.~ 66.5 99., RC 2.8 1.8 2.1 2. }.. 7 2. 
FAF o.o o.o o.o o.o 66. 5 o.o 
FAS 113. 0 135. 3 102.6 144.0 o. 0 99.b 
RF o.o o.o o.o o.o o. 0 o. 
DA o.o 2.0 o.o 1.6 o. 0 3.9 
DAS 3. 'J 2.0 3.9 2.0 3. 9 o.o 
GAS o.o o.o· o.o o.o o. 0 ,.5 
CAN 3.9 o.o o.o o.o o. 0 .5 
GAE o.o 3.9 3.3 o.o 0. ti 4.6 
GAW o.o o.o 3.9 o.o o. 0 0.8 
GASD 4.0 o.o o.o o.o 5.0 o.o 
Cl NO 0.9 i). 0 o.o 0.9 2.5 o.o 
GAED o.o 7.9 3.6 11. 6 5. 0 o.o 
GAWD 1.2 '3.4 2.7 4.7 2.5 o.o 
PL 43. 6 S4.9 46.3 54.3 32. 6 40 .8 
Wl n. a no. s 96.0 112. 8 61.7 85.3 
RW 2.2 2.2 2.2 1.6 o.o 2.2 
RCOL 2 2 . 2 1 2 2 
FTYP 2 2 2 2 1 2 
SLAB I 2 l 1 2 l 2 
DUCTL 3 2 j 3 1 ~ DUCT I 2 3 3 1 
WC 1 1 1 1 2 1 




1~d~~ 1314 1161. 0 
127. 0 111. 5 s.5 4. 4 127. 111. 5 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o. 0 
5.6 3. 3 o.o o. 0 o.o o. 0 
o.o o.o o.o o. 0 
2.4 3. 7 
1.4 3.6 
6.1 3. 6 
2.0 
47 .5 4~:1 
























































llARH.9LE \ OBS 171 172 173 174 
OD 19~0 19;0 1910 1910 SCH RA lBRg 229 0 11~68 15004 ASHRAE 41052 18 10 16588 
FUA 4474.1 \870. 5 1642. 4 1925.6 
~p 23fi.6 26d.3 lJl.~ 1J~.5 .9 2.1 1. .2 
FAF 190. 3 268.9 uA.1 131.5 FAS 42. 5 o.o .o o.o 
RF o.o o.o o.o 2.2 
DA 1.7 3.2 o.o 1·1 DAS 5.3 1.9 3.5 .4 
GAS 8.3 4.7 o.o 4.1 
CAN 1. 5 5-~ o.o 6.9 GAE s.2 9. o.o 8.4 
GAW o.o 15.2 4.9 o.o 
GASD i·2 o.o 3.6 o.o CANO .6 o.o o.o o.o 
CAEO o.o o.o 1.1 o.o 
GAiin J.O o.o J.6 o.o 
PL 69.8 %.3 48.B 48. 2 
WA 140. 9 111.1 96.6 93.0 
RW 0.7 2.7 1.7 o.o 
RCOL 2 2 1 2 
FTYP 3 1 1 1 SLAB I 2 1 1 1 
DUCTL 3 3 3 3 sgcn t l ~· ~ 
IC 2 2 1 2 ace 3 2 2 2 
FUH l l l 1 
(Continued) 
17S 176 1 77 
1910 2268 ,286 
e467 la87 ~la l "i 32 7 1 468 lO 0 
1Jfl7. 5 11637. 0 15302.0 
11 tl. 7 13j.3 123.5 
1. 8 .7 l.7 
118. 7 o.o o.o 
o. 0 132. 3 l 2J .5 o.o o.o (1.0 
1. 7 
3. 3 i·9 .9 o.g 5. 
5.6 o.o o.o o. 0 b·6 o.o o. 7 .2 o.o o.o a:a ~-0 o. 0 .6 
6.0 o.o J.7 
l. 5 o.o 0.9 o. 9 o.o 2.4 
49.l 50.~ 48.8 
85.6 106. .1.04.8 
. - 2. 2 2.2 ?.2 
2 1 1 
1 ~ t 1 
l 3 2 
~ 3 1 l 1 
1 3 2 
4! 2 j l 3 
178 119 
i5~~8 l~~u 1Fi733 
20795.0 12200.0 
1~3.9 117.1 
l. 3 4.0 o.o 
lfl3. 9 111.A o. o.o o.o o.o 0.9 7.1:1 3. 
o.o 3.3 
3. ij 2.9 
i o. 4.2 o.o 3.6 
12. 0 o.o 
7.9 o.o o.o o.o o. 0 o.o 
62.2 43.9 
122. 0 i39.4 
1. 2 2.6 
1 f 2 
1 1 
i ~ 1 



























TABLE XXVI - (Continued} 
VARIABLE \ '.19 S 181 1A2 183 1~4 185 186 
DD 2286 2286 2282 2097 2 :.!'36 22R6 
QCttRA 9629 9517 8027 1~~79 10336 101% QASRRAE 1~597 13330 10358 1 99 18330 13073 FUA 161 1.0 13509.0 13448.0 20540 • .o 15251. 0 154p .o TLA 130 .1 153.3 102.'3 168. 1 lJb. 6 1 1.2 
RC 1.3 5.2 1.7 2.6 2. 0 3.1 
FAF o.o o.o o.o o.o 131.I. 6 o.o 
FAS 130.l 153. J 102.8 168.1 o. 0 141.2 
RF o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
DA o.o 1.6 o.o 5.6 -- 2. 0 ~-0 DAS 3.9 ~-4 3.5 o.o 2. 0 .o GAS o.o .o o.o o.o o. 0 o.o 
GU o.o o.u o.g o.g o.o o.o GAE o.o o.o o. o. 3. 3 o.o 
GAW o.o o.o o.o o.o o. 0 o.g GASD o.o i·s 3.3 0.3 6. 9 3. GANO 2.4 .o 5.1 13. 4 s. 3 1.2 
GAED 2.4 3.1 2.2 1.0 o. 0 1.0 
GAWO a.1 4.3 o.o 2.4 J. 1 7.3 Pt 63. 63.1 41.5 64.0 48.2 56.7 
ii A 139.4 137.l a1.3 128.5 - 9-5. 4 117.1 RW t.9 2. l. 2.2 2. 6 2.1 
R¥0L 1 2 2 ~ 2 2 F yp 2 2 2 1 ~ SL.A.Bl 1 2 2 2 l nuc;L 2 ~ 2 2 4 2 DOC I 1 1 1 3 1 iiC l 1 l 1 2 1 








200.1 o.o no. 5 • 0 
1.2 o. 0 o.o J.9 
6.5 o. 0 
o.o o.o 
o.o o. 0 
o.o o.o 
o.o o.g 2.0 o. 
1.2 3.7 
3.8 5.~ 5.1 1. 
59.S 46. 





4 j 1 2 





194i~·o 1 .2 
1.7 
































o. 0 o.o 
~=~ 6.6 














VARIABLE \ OBS 191 192 193 194 
OD 2473 2,86 2311 1960 QCHRA 121 ~6 6 1'10 10609 9601 QASHRAE 1~7 4 13924 13217 12327 FUA 166 1.0 13448. 0 24931.0 10213.0 
TLA 149. 3 109.6 129.5 116. l 
RC 1.5 6.1 2.7 3.1 
FAF o.o 109 .6 o.o o.o 
FAS 149. 3 o.o 129.5 116. l 
RF o.o 0. l) o.o o.o 
DA 1.9 2.0 5.0 o.o 
DAS 1.6 2.0 1.7 3. 5 
GAS 0.;0 o.o o.o 1.7 
GU o.o 0. \) o.o 0.1 
GAE o.o o.o o.o 3.9 
GAW o.o o.o o.o 6.b GAST) 4.6 3.0 o.o o. 
GANO 4.7 o.o 3.0 o.o 
GAED 6.9 3.'3 13.0 o.o 
G llli!J 1.4 5.3 4.4 o.o 
PL 58.5 47.5 5~-2 43. 2 WA 122.7 100.3 10 .9 99. 6 
RW o.s 2.1 1.6 2.2 
~¥~~ 1 2 ~ 2 2 l 2 
SLAB I 1 l 2 1 
DUCTL 2 4 2 3 
DU CTI 1 3 1 2 we 1 1 l 1 
IC 2 1 2 2 ace 4 J 3 j FUH 3 3 3 
(Continued) 
195 196 197 
2064 2097 24 73 
941U 9595 9490 
11.!3 0 12933 l21P7 
1023 3. (; 17225. 0 14946.0 
9tl. l 155.7 1'18.6 
l. ~ 3.9 2.2 
o. v o.o o.o 
98. 1 155.7 1·18.6 o. 0 o.o n.o o.o 3.7 1.8 
2. 0 l.9 5.4 
1. 7 o.o o.o o. 0 o.o o.o 
6. 3 o.o o.o 
5.6 o.o o.o u. 0 3.0 2.2 o. 0 o.o o.o o.o s.i 7.3 o. 0 7. 8.0 
34. l 52.4 55.2 
67.7 107.5 111. l 
- -;t-. 2 2.2 2.2 
2 ~ 2 ~ 2 2 1 
3 3 ") 
2 2 1 
1 1 1 
2 2 2 
4 2 4 
3 3 J 
198 199 
2357 j434 12490 1 s3A 
16872 1671 
14304.0 16as2.o 
204. 4 1 5.1 
3.5 4.4 o. 0 o.o 
2114. 4 195.1 o.c o.o 
J.7 7.1 






161. 0 144.0 













162.6 o. 0 
2.1 
1.9 

















TABLE XXVI (Continued) 
VARIABLE\ OBS 201 202 203 204 
OD 2as6 ~~8§ 2~93 19~0 QC HR A 7 5~ 86 5 QA SH RAE: 969 1u1s Hs~~ 11058 
FUA 9830.0 10066.0 22 944.0 8093.0 
ft~A 121.9 125-~ 229.5 118.0 .• 6 1. 3.7 4.9 
FlF 12~.9 g.o 229.~ o.g FAS .o 12 • ~ o. 118. RF 2.2 o. 1.2 o.o 
DA 2.6 o.o o.o o.o 
DAS ~-6 ~-5 1.0 3.5 GAS .o .o o.o o.o 
CAN o.o o.o o.o o.o 
GAE o.o o.o o.o o.o 
GAW o.o o.o o.o o.o 
CASO 7.2 s.g 4.0 ~-8 GANO 1.2 4. o.o .o 
GAEO 4.9 2.4 1.0 2.4 
~two 5!:4 sb:~ 1.0 o.o 74.4 51.8 
WA l06J 104.0 151. 7 126.3 
RW 2.3 2-~ 2.2 2.2 RCDL 2 2 ~ FTVP 1 1 
SLAB I 1 2 1 1 
DUCTL 1 ~ 4 3 DU CTI 1 3 2 we 1 2 1 1 
IC ~ ~ 
"l 2 
DCC j 4 










~-0 .9 o.o 























~-0 .o o.o o.o 
o.~ 3. 
0.9 o. 0 















g.o 11 .5 o.o ,.o .o o.o o. 0 o.o o.o 
0.9 o.o 
8.2 

















I INPUT DATA I 
CEILING HEAT LOSS CALCULATION 
Eq. 8 - pp. 23-24 
WALL HEAT LOSS CALCULATION 
Eq. 8 - pp. 23-24 
DOOR HEAT LOSS CALCULATION 
Eq. 8 - pp. 23.24 
WINDOW HEAT LOSS CALCULATION 
Eq. 8 - pp. 23-24 
DUCT HEAT LOSS CALCULATION 
Table V - pp. 30-31 
CONCRETE SLAB FLOOR HEAT LOSS 
CALCULATION 
Eq. 9 - pp. 26-27 
I 
INFILTRATION HEAT LOSS. CALCULATION 
Eq. 10 & 11 - pp. 27-28 
I TOTAL HEAT LOSS I 
112 
I 
SUSPENDED FRAME FLOOR 
HEAT LOSS CALCULATION 
Eq. 8 - pp. 25-26 
I 
APPENDIX C 
LISTING OF CRHA COMPUTER PROGRAM 
113 
LISTING OF CRHA COMPUTER PROGRAM 
The following computer program contains calculation 
methodology for the CRHA load calculation program. In 
addition, the program also contains cooling load calculation 
data, energy consumption calculations, and fuel or energy 
prediction verification statements. The program is written 
in Fortran IV Language for an IBM 370/168 computing system. 
All equations, constants, and data contained in the computer 
























. ~I'·· . 
115 
ALl11T 
Fl\;fP!.Y AUDIT Frr SINGLE SHlFY HOMES 
TFST VE~SirN ~n~ vEqfFICATICN 
.., 0,CG"<11"1 'ol~THCnCL.OGV BY KEf\ Jr•ir::c; 1\N'.) SAl.1 HA'<P OF THF llGDJ(ULTU'~AL 
E~IGINEEPil\G OE~ARTMENT AT CKLAHO~A STATE UNIVE~SJTYo FPQGFA~ 
CCO!NG llND ~COIFICA,ICf\ AV LA~ry SCHULTZ. 
CC~MCN /Ct-~CK/Cl-T.CHT,QCT,ccr:LT,Cl-TP,QCTF.EFACT.~ACT2,TOIFFH 
CCM~ON /USllGE/KJAN,KFEB,K~AP,KAOF,K~AY,KJUN,KJUL,KllUG,KSFP,KOCT, 
+ K NOV , KOE C , KE A 5 F, HJ AN, 1- f E [!, t- rv v· , t-11 r:;:;:, H.MA Y, H JUN, HJ LL , HA tJ G, H SEP, 
1- HOCT, H'JOV ,HOFOC oHH A'.°E, I I-FL AG•! rFLAG, IDOFLG 
CCM~CN /COrATA/NAME,11nc1,AnD~.?f\A~F.PADOl,FADD2,ccuNTY,FA, 
- '"CCL,QC,FlYP,FftSF 1FACS1RSF1SLAAI,DUCTL1DUCTI,Dll,PO,OAS,~D5, 
r,AS,GAN1GAE,GA~,GASD,GAND,(Ar,n,(AWD0GAST,GANT, 
- r.11.FT,Gl\WT,PL,wA,wC,QW,IC.FUl-1CCCL1PNG.PLF,PCH,arc,ccc. 
- C:CF,DfJ,COCLt-r', IDOTYP, 1ro, ICC"CL.h 
i) I MF N 3 r c N "A \IC ( 2 () ) • A Of) l ( 2fl ) • ll Dr 2 ( ::> f) ) • I PA "E 4 ( 2 ') ' 5f) ) • IL (1 Gr. ( 3 ;:> ' 3t ) 
')!MEl\S[GN !~FIL(~) 
D !'~':I\ SH' N r I\ A II!' ( 1 ) ) , "11CC1( l J ) , o AC D 2 ( l :.) } 
0 r Ml= N s I r "J I " s T p ( 1 ') ) 
O::-E llL IC 
orusLr ~~FCISICN CCUNTY 
nATA Cl\/G,CLD,CEL~C/lnnoroo.n,~~<)On.0,3413.01 
SAT/\ INFTL/3HMI"J,JHAVG,~H~l\X/ 




')AT/\ TOH , TI H , T n C , T IC/ 1 3 • <) , 7?.. ') , c; c; • 0, 7 L • Q / 




TTH - TIJH 
TCC - TJC 
** C"-LL SIJ['r'.lQUTINF lNDAlA TC lf\PLi STRUCTURAL DATA 
CALL JNOATA(ISH'.P} 
IF (ISTOP oEO. 1) GC TC ??60 
** cr."IVFRT IC (INrlLT!7ATJrJ'l CCND.) T'J INTEGEF FOC OUTD<JT PUPPOSES 
ITC= l"JT(IC) 
IFTYP = INT(FTVP) 
Ir.ucn = Itfl(DUCTL) 
T <'UH = T "'T (FIJH l 
C ** C'LCULATF ?~~SENT HE~TING LnAG 
( 
QYA=FA•Tn!FFH/CC 
JH~ =WA *TO t FFH/R\'I 
Jt-O~=CA*T~TFFH/i:;n 
Ot-O'::=OAS*TOIF'-H/l':O S 
G f-f) = ~H 11N+ 'lt-J 8 5 





T F ( fJ \!C TL • F C • 1 • Q l 0 )( = f • 0 
JF {[')IJCTL .F.a. 2.0) OX=2.o 
If (')•UC TL • ': C • 3 • l) ) OX= 4 • O 
IF (fJLCTL et.~I'.:. ~.Ol DX=;:>.o 
JC (FTYD ocl)o ~.O) r,n T':: 111!: 
ObFCS = 0.'1 
Q!-<f"S = rl.O 
IF (FTYD 0 U; 0 
IF (Sl.A8J of:Q. 
ll GO TO t111 
1) F=Oo27€ 
JF (5LMH oF'.]. 21 f=().4'35 
Q~F=CF*cL*TOTFFH)+(lo25*CFA-(~•O*CL))) 
IF ('lllCTL oFO. ?eOl QHF=flHF*l•"' 
GC Tr. 1121 
IF (Wf' .t=Q. ll l;SW=0.'13 





QHF='.ff*F.I\*( ( TIH-DX )-TCS l 
GOT"' 112'l 
ltt= IF (SLAf3IoEQell F = 0.276 
TF (5LA81.FQ.2l F ~ Oo4E~ 
PLF = PL * (FACS/FA) 
1120 
QHFC5 = !F*PLq*TO!FFHl•(lo25*(FACS-(3oO*PLR)I) 
rr (DUCTL .i=c. ~.O) QHFCS =Gt-FCC:* t.6 
IF (~C.F.Q.t) L;S~ 0.3~ 
T"' (WC.GS:.2) usw = o.se 
'.IF : 1 .:)/?~fC 
DLF PL*(FASF/FA) 
0 cF (USW*PLF*l.5)/(UF*FASF) 
TCS (TOH*~CF+TIH-CX)/(~C~+t.~) 
TCS (0. 075*TCS)+(O.t2~*TOb) 
QbFS = UF*FASF*((Tlb-DX)-TCS) 
OHF = CHFCS+QHf5 
GTA=GAS+GA~+GAE+GA~+GASC+GANC+GAFD+GAWD 
+ +GAST +GA~T +(AFT +GA~T 
+ 
IF (IC .Fa. 1 I Q=t 4.0 
1 F ( I C • E <l • 2 ) G= 2 ~ • 0 





UFACT = QHA/(TDTFFH*FA) + 1t-~/(TDIFFrl*FA) + QHO/(TDIFFH*FAl + 
<H-'G/( Tn IFFH*F A I + 
IF <DUCT I .E Q • 
IF ( f)tJCT I .F.: c. 
IF (OUCTI .i::a. 
I i= ( '>UCTL eL T • 
Qt-Dl=QHT*Ol 
Chl = OHT 
QHT='lHT+QHDT 
OH = CHT-QHJ 
1.0 , 
2. 0) 
:31. 0 ) 
.3. ;'.) ) 
CHF /<TD IF FH* FA l • QHl/(TDIFFH*FAl 
OL=0.20 
DL=-Ool5 







CJILCUL.\TE PARJISITlC Lr1AC fnR GAS t-'EATING 
FJINT = (~4.n•DD/(TDIFF~*l•5)) 









( c r IJ L • to. E • 1 • 0 ) GO T r, 9 l e ;:: 
(QHT oLf'• ?4000.1)) Fl..F"' = lloll"'i'*FANT 
(CHT oGT. ?4000.~ .ANO. QHT .LF. 30000.0) FU~N 
( QHT •GT• JOflflO .n) FUFN ('I• 371*FANT 
l C I:' 29 
(QHT oLFo ?OflOO.C) fLON n.1~0*FANt 
(QHT .GT. 24·loo.o .AND. at-~ .u-. 3'.lOOO.O) FURN 
(CHT .GT. 3000000) Fl..RI\. = o.?S'1*FANT 
G'" TC 132'3 
<;?J4 FtJDr-.. = 1) 0 () 
1~2~ Ct-V = FURN*~EC 




( ** SFT cn~P~CTICN FACTC~S TG noonnPQIATE VALUES Fr~ FU~L TYPE USEn 
( 
C G~I = ?C2.~*CCC+2.~5*((FA+WA)/1o~)+l95Q.O 
GFACTI 1.18 
GFACT? l .13 
GFACTJ 1 • <, 4 
'O:FACT I 1 0 Hl 
<"F llC T'.> 1 • fl? 
FF ACT" I • 0 S 
l'CFACT = 1 ot1l 
B = QHT/TIJTFFH 
C = ( CHL) /TO TFFH 
C OFLT COEF2*9*R + CCEFl*B + CCEFO 
C DELT -!.11\Xl(?.n,bFLT) 
C f)"OLT = ll.!.1TN1(11.0tDELT) 
C? ~ELT 4000.~/P 
C f)fLT 507~.0/C 
C RCD = 72ol - DFLT 
C qOD = ll.~IN1(~5.0,~CD) 
C BCOC ~ f~.o - BDD 
( O"OLT')~ = ~~~.no * BCDC 
( DCCCP = on - DFLTDD 
C ** PCOC=O F8D f5 F BASE TF.UDE~ATU~E 
C ** 8DDC fS riFGPfFS REDUC~ICN II\ EA5f TEMPERATU~E 
C DK = F.~~R/(OD**0.~17) 
C FACT? 1.n - (DK*ECDC) 
c L'OCCR = Dr:>*F ACT? 
FACT? = 1 • (] 0 00 
IF ( f'UI-' .ro. 1 ) C 0I'ST1 
IF ( F•JH .FQ. 2) CO I\ ST 1 
IF (FIJH • F.C • 3) COt-.STl 
fF (FU'-1 .EG. 4) COl\STl 
IF ( F•JH .F. Q. 1 ) COl\~T2 
IF (FUH eFO. 2 ) CfJt-.5T2 
n= ( ~'lH oEC. 3) COl\ST2 
JF (FLJH • f;Q. 4) COl\ST~ 
IF (FUH .~c. 1 ) CO NST1 
IF (FUH oEO. :? ) COl\ST"I 
IF (FUH .~a. 3) CO N5T 3 
JF ( FlJH .FQ. 4) CCl\ST3 















** ("AL<'.'JLAlE Fl.EL l~F 
FU! =(2'•*CDCOP*0Hl)/(TCIFFH)$CCl\ST1 
F'J? =< ?4. *D0COF*OHl) /(TC IFFI- )~'CC "ST2 
ru! =(2\•*rDcnF*OHl)/(TDIFFH)*C0/\ST3 
FUA=(24.*0DC0f*GHA)/(TCTFFH)*CCNS1 
Ft .... = ( ;;> '\. *D!:""'. er* QHW ) I (TC I FFH) *C"C N !'.: T 
Fl:G= ( ?4. *Cnccr *GHG )/(TO IFF'"i) :+CONST 
FUG1=(?4.*CDC~F*OHG1)/(TCIFFl-}*CCNST 





F'!F:( ?4. *OIXCP*OHF) /(TC I FFH l*CCl\~T 
FUF l = ( 2 "- • *fCC ci ~*OH F ~ ) I (TC IF FI-) *Cm• ST 
F 'JF2= ( ?4. *CD en F*OHF( s) I (TC I FFH) *CCNST 
FUJ=( ?4•*Df>CCP*l)Hl )/(TD IFFl1)*Cr/\ST 
r LDT= ( 2 4 • * C '.) C:J t:: *OH CT ) I (TD IF f 1- ) * C C'IST 
( 




C r~IhT & PUhCI- Cf:'SULTS 
( 
TFUI- = INT(FUH) 
118 
w~ITf:' (6122;:>) FUH 1 t-'TOT,CHToCl-L1'."lHo ICoFAoWA1GTA,OCC,fRASE1PL,S:::,r:iw, 
+ Fl YI= 1 00 
222 F(l=M~T (//,{' '18f"lO,?)) 
WPITE (7,3':'3) FUH,HlOT,GHT,Ct-L,Qt-, TC,FA,wA,GTA,occ.r-RASF:1PL,PC,RW, 
+ FlYP,0'1 
~33 FrFMAT (9F11.?) 
GC TC I <14') 
( 
C *~ FND ~F r.ATA -- TI~E TO 1UIT 
c 
~?en w=rrE c~.?270) 






SL"l':CUTINE TNDATA( ISTOPI 
C INOATA -- FQCGl=<AMMFD BY JEFF FA!=<F!S -- MCDIFIED BY LAr::;y SCHULTZ 
c 
C THIS 5 1J81=<CLTI1'.E FETFl~VES CA1'1\ FC"' THE AUDIT PFOGFA"1, 
C CHECKS FOR FRFCQS Al\D IF COP!=<FCT PASSES DATA BACK TC CALLING 
c D".:r:'G:~11v, ELSF. IT P~TNTS EP"'C" 1\1'.C cnNTINUES. 
c 
( 
TVFLICIT PEAL (K) 
'Jl"'F"-Slf"'"l INST'(L)), NAYE(?':l), 1\0111(2,)), ADD2(2'.)}, f;'NAM!::(lO), 
PAOfJl(lO), '<AOD2(10) 
CCMMG~! /COCA 1 A/NAME ,ADD 1 ,ADO;::, ::;l\A~F. RADO 1, R ADD2 I CClJ1'1TY ,FA, 
- ~CrL,RC,F1YP,FASF,FACS,RSF,SLABI.DUCTLoDUCTl.DA,F0,0AS,RDS, 
- (A~.GAN,CAE,GAW,GASD,GANO,(A~n.cA~O.GAST1GANT, 




+ KN r:J V , KOE C , K 8 A St: , H J A I\ • t- FE !3 , H V<\ r. , I- AFR, HM AY , I- JU I\, I- JUL , HA' t G, HS E P, 
+ ~OCT,HNOV1H'1EC1HRASE1IHFL,G,ICFLJIG,IDDFLG 
" r: AL IC 
nruALC :-:>pF\ISICI\ CCl.NT'I' 
f)ATA STL\R, L\STf-r, F1'D/ 1 STAR 1 , '**':'*'• 1 i0.NO 1 / 
T STC'l=' 1 





1041') PEAD (5,10~0) 5'1'MOCL 
10~0 FCRMAT (lA~) 
TF CSYMfJnL ,[(), ~,TJlr .cc. S'l'lif3CL .ca. ASTEP) GO T(' }()(:,/) 
TF (C:YMR'lL .F.O. F"''1) GC TC 2?(>0 
l~C = 1 
Gr TC 220 l 
10tn rEAO (5,1070) NL\MF 
"FAD (5, 1070) ADDI 
~cAo (5,1071')) ADD2 
1070 FCFMAT (20A4) 
1080 
109 0 
? 'l J 
?1'1 
2?1') 
":F~Q (5t10A'.)) l:<NAME 
FFAO {5,10f:O) RAl:'Dl 
PEAD (5,1080) RAOD2 
F C P V L\ T ( 1 0 A4 ) 
PFAD (5110C0) CCUNTY 
FC<:'MAT (111.8) 
RF.GIN INPUT OF NUMEFIC ~ATA, ONE VALUE PER CARD 
°FAf1 (5.1101) INST!=< 
CALL TR~NS(I1'<;lq,1cc,FA) 
Ge TC c21n,22on,22oc,22noi, t~c 
:FAfl (5.110)) l"-STF 
CALL TRANS(INSTR,IRC,RCCL) 
GO TO (?.20122·)(},22001220t1), I~'C 
"EAO ( 15 .11<!0) 1.1\STR 
C~Ll TPL\NS(INS1'~tIRC1'<C) 
I F ( = C • <:': Q • ·.l • » l r C = 1 • n 
GO TD c23n,22no,22cc,~200), rrc 




SL"l':CUTINE TNDATA( ISTOPI 
C INOATA -- FQCGl=<AMMFD BY JEFF FA!=<F!S -- MCDIFIED BY LAr::;y SCHULTZ 
c 
C THIS 5 1J81=<CLTI1'.E FETFl~VES CA1'1\ FC"' THE AUDIT PFOGFA"1, 
C CHECKS FOR FRFCQS Al\D IF COP!=<FCT PASSES DATA BACK TC CALLING 
c D".:r:'G:~11v, ELSF. IT P~TNTS EP"'C" 1\1'.C cnNTINUES. 
c 
( 
TVFLICIT PEAL (K) 
'Jl"'F"-Slf"'"l INST'(L)), NAYE(?':l), 1\0111(2,)), ADD2(2'.)}, f;'NAM!::(lO), 
PAOfJl(lO), '<AOD2(10) 
CCMMG~! /COCA 1 A/NAME ,ADD 1 ,ADO;::, ::;l\A~F. RADO 1, R ADD2 I CClJ1'1TY ,FA, 
- ~CrL,RC,F1YP,FASF,FACS,RSF,SLABI.DUCTLoDUCTl.DA,F0,0AS,RDS, 
- (A~.GAN,CAE,GAW,GASD,GANO,(A~n.cA~O.GAST1GANT, 




+ KN r:J V , KOE C , K 8 A St: , H J A I\ • t- FE !3 , H V<\ r. , I- AFR, HM AY , I- JU I\, I- JUL , HA' t G, HS E P, 
+ ~OCT,HNOV1H'1EC1HRASE1IHFL,G,ICFLJIG,IDDFLG 
" r: AL IC 
nruALC :-:>pF\ISICI\ CCl.NT'I' 
f)ATA STL\R, L\STf-r, F1'D/ 1 STAR 1 , '**':'*'• 1 i0.NO 1 / 
T STC'l=' 1 





1041') PEAD (5,10~0) 5'1'MOCL 
10~0 FCRMAT (lA~) 
TF CSYMfJnL ,[(), ~,TJlr .cc. S'l'lif3CL .ca. ASTEP) GO T(' }()(:,/) 
TF (C:YMR'lL .F.O. F"''1) GC TC 2?(>0 
l~C = 1 
Gr TC 220 l 
10tn rEAO (5,1070) NL\MF 
"FAD (5, 1070) ADDI 
~cAo (5,1071')) ADD2 
1070 FCFMAT (20A4) 
1080 
109 0 
? 'l J 
?1'1 
2?1') 
":F~Q (5t10A'.)) l:<NAME 
FFAO {5,10f:O) RAl:'Dl 
PEAD (5,1080) RAOD2 
F C P V L\ T ( 1 0 A4 ) 
PFAD (5110C0) CCUNTY 
FC<:'MAT (111.8) 
RF.GIN INPUT OF NUMEFIC ~ATA, ONE VALUE PER CARD 
°FAf1 (5.1101) INST!=< 
CALL TR~NS(I1'<;lq,1cc,FA) 
Ge TC c21n,22on,22oc,22noi, t~c 
:FAfl (5.110)) l"-STF 
CALL TRANS(INSTR,IRC,RCCL) 
GO TO (?.20122·)(},22001220t1), I~'C 
"EAO ( 15 .11<!0) 1.1\STR 
C~Ll TPL\NS(INS1'~tIRC1'<C) 
I F ( = C • <:': Q • ·.l • » l r C = 1 • n 
GO TD c23n,22no,22cc,~200), rrc 




SL"l':CUTINE TNDATA( ISTOPI 
C INOATA -- FQCGl=<AMMFD BY JEFF FA!=<F!S -- MCDIFIED BY LAr::;y SCHULTZ 
c 
C THIS 5 1J81=<CLTI1'.E FETFl~VES CA1'1\ FC"' THE AUDIT PFOGFA"1, 
C CHECKS FOR FRFCQS Al\D IF COP!=<FCT PASSES DATA BACK TC CALLING 
c D".:r:'G:~11v, ELSF. IT P~TNTS EP"'C" 1\1'.C cnNTINUES. 
c 
( 
TVFLICIT PEAL (K) 
'Jl"'F"-Slf"'"l INST'(L)), NAYE(?':l), 1\0111(2,)), ADD2(2'.)}, f;'NAM!::(lO), 
PAOfJl(lO), '<AOD2(10) 
CCMMG~! /COCA 1 A/NAME ,ADD 1 ,ADO;::, ::;l\A~F. RADO 1, R ADD2 I CClJ1'1TY ,FA, 
- ~CrL,RC,F1YP,FASF,FACS,RSF,SLABI.DUCTLoDUCTl.DA,F0,0AS,RDS, 
- (A~.GAN,CAE,GAW,GASD,GANO,(A~n.cA~O.GAST1GANT, 




+ KN r:J V , KOE C , K 8 A St: , H J A I\ • t- FE !3 , H V<\ r. , I- AFR, HM AY , I- JU I\, I- JUL , HA' t G, HS E P, 
+ ~OCT,HNOV1H'1EC1HRASE1IHFL,G,ICFLJIG,IDDFLG 
" r: AL IC 
nruALC :-:>pF\ISICI\ CCl.NT'I' 
f)ATA STL\R, L\STf-r, F1'D/ 1 STAR 1 , '**':'*'• 1 i0.NO 1 / 
T STC'l=' 1 





1041') PEAD (5,10~0) 5'1'MOCL 
10~0 FCRMAT (lA~) 
TF CSYMfJnL ,[(), ~,TJlr .cc. S'l'lif3CL .ca. ASTEP) GO T(' }()(:,/) 
TF (C:YMR'lL .F.O. F"''1) GC TC 2?(>0 
l~C = 1 
Gr TC 220 l 
10tn rEAO (5,1070) NL\MF 
"FAD (5, 1070) ADDI 
~cAo (5,1071')) ADD2 
1070 FCFMAT (20A4) 
1080 
109 0 
? 'l J 
?1'1 
2?1') 
":F~Q (5t10A'.)) l:<NAME 
FFAO {5,10f:O) RAl:'Dl 
PEAD (5,1080) RAOD2 
F C P V L\ T ( 1 0 A4 ) 
PFAD (5110C0) CCUNTY 
FC<:'MAT (111.8) 
RF.GIN INPUT OF NUMEFIC ~ATA, ONE VALUE PER CARD 
°FAf1 (5.1101) INST!=< 
CALL TR~NS(I1'<;lq,1cc,FA) 
Ge TC c21n,22on,22oc,22noi, t~c 
:FAfl (5.110)) l"-STF 
CALL TRANS(INSTR,IRC,RCCL) 
GO TO (?.20122·)(},22001220t1), I~'C 
"EAO ( 15 .11<!0) 1.1\STR 
C~Ll TPL\NS(INS1'~tIRC1'<C) 
I F ( = C • <:': Q • ·.l • » l r C = 1 • n 
GO TD c23n,22no,22cc,~200), rrc 
230 ~EAC (5,1100) INSTR 
c 
c 
~~An (~,9Q) KJ~L,KAUG,KSFP,KCC.T,KNCV,KDEC 
PEAi) ("5,<;9) KBASE 
** i-t:AD HE~TING IUEL USF. 
~FAD (5,99) t-JA~HFE8oHMAr,t-APP 0 t-~AY,HJUN 
PEAO (5,~~) HJUL,HAUG,HSEP1HCCT,HNGV1HUEC 
"<EA'1 (5,c<;) t-PASF 
~9 Frc~AT (7Fl1,51 
c 
( raLL LOOKUP FOR DATA VALUES QFGREF DAYS (00) AN~ 
c CrJOLTNG Hours (Cf10Lt-P) 
( 
( 
IF ( In!1FLG oEO • n) 
+ CALL T\BLFl (CrUNTV 0 DOoCC8L•~tl"ColDDTYP) 
JF ( t!JDFLG .Fa. 1) 
+CALL TAAL~? (CCUNT,,no.ccnLt-n.r~r.100TYP) 
IF c1rc .r::c. ;>)GO TO 2200 
c COcR~CT crCLl"G HOLFS 
( 
crrLt-P = CCCLH~ * ~.e~. 
( 
c C~NVERT DO Af\D crOL~R TC I~T[GF~s Fa= OUTPUT Puc 0cs~s 
( 
I r n = I ""T ( Of' ) 
ICfCLH = INT(CCGLH~) 
c 
C CALCULATE !'EASCNAL PERFCRl\IAf\(F. FA\T(]Q (SPf) 
( 




C THIS BLOCK GF CCOC ATTENOTS TJ ~ECCVEF Pi::CGFA~ 
( FXECUTT:JN V.HEN A"J EJ:;JOOR cc:cui::s It\ T.-iE INPUT DATA 
c 
TEF~Cc = IF>-FCf; + 
wr-rT<:: (2!:o2?78) INSTP, r-=i::RnP 
22 7 e F(C~AT (10At,F11•2o151 
W'lITF (2!: 0 ?274) NAME, ACDl, llf'':l?, COUNTY 
??74 Fri::...,AT (lH01'NAME = 'o20A4o/o 1 !>')01 = 1 120A40/1 
ADC2 = 1 o20A40/1' \.f"JUNTY = 1 120A41//) 
IF (IPC oFCo 31 GO 10 lCtO 
IF (!PC o'::Go h) GO TO 2250 
2241 "'":AD (!:,??50) SVMBCL 
?2!:!1 rcr::MAT ( lA/.t) 
IF (~YMBOL .Ea. ASTEt'l} GO TO lOF.O 
IF (SY...,~OL oFO. END) GC TO 22~0 
GC TO ??40 
2260 W~ITE (F,?270) 
?270 ICR...,AT ClH •'****** DFCGRAN ~~CIN~ - END OF CAT~******') 
c 
C CUTCUT F?C(~ SU~MACY A~C CO"TENTS CF ERROR FILE 
( 
W c I Tr: ( ."; , ? ?7 l ) IE r:: r:: CR 
2271 FCRMAT (1Ht, 1 SUNMAFY OF EFRCFS FrP THIS RUN 1 ,/, 
lHO, 1 NUMPEF OF EFR'JF=S '112) 
rc;rri: = 1 
122 
<::UBPCUT[NE T"'A!';S(lTEXT, inc, '"'·NU~) 
c 
c TrANS - PRrG~A~VED nv JEFF FA"Pl5 -- MODIFIED BY LAFRY SCHULTZ 
c 
C T~lS IS A 5vBFCLTll\E WHICH TFAl\SLATES NUMBEFS FEAC IN 
C ChAPACTER FO~M INTC THEln COF~ECT PEAL VALUE ECUIVALENT. 
c T~F hUMAEns ~AY RE EIT~En INTEGER rR PEAL REPRESENTAT!nl\S 
C C'N INr>LTo 
c 
C V~~!ARLE LIST 
C ITEXT tn FLEMEl\l VECT(R COl\TAl!';ING ChAFACTEi: STFING 
( t:l~U'~ - !'<EAL NUMRER Er.UJVALCNT '"'F.TURNED TC D><IVF'"' 
c [l"lC - 11',TC:GFR FETUFI\ cnoF 
C IPC = 0 F(P A "'CR'llAL RETURN 
( !''C = l FCF Al\ FPC(' Cf:NDITION 
c 
( SUPPFCG~AM LIST 
( ~r~AO - FUl\CTION SUAP~06~A~ WHICH GIVES PEAL VALUF 
C Fni: CCP"'"'SPf'NCJNG C!iA'HICTER REPFESENTATICl\o 
C (l\LY rNE PARAMETER !S nASSED1 THE CHAFACT~F TC 
C RE TRANSLATFQ • 
( 
l")lll'EhSICN JTr:XT(lOI 
CATA rz>:::r;i~, Nl"F· TDECFT, IE'LANK 1''0'• •9•, I•'. 'I' 
c 
( A5SIJMF: NOF-'-1'\l FCTUf:I\ WILL '1CC'J 0 
c 
c 
c 11\ITIALIZE 0 NU~ sn IT C~N RE USED TJ ACCU~ULATE A LATF~ TOTAL 
c 
C:: NUM = 0 
( 







DC l'l !=lo tQ 
IF (JTEXT(l) eEO• IBLlll\K) <:"l Tf lJ 
IF (ITC:l("T(J) oGEo IZERC oAl\!10 !TEXT(!) oLE. "'ll\F) GO TC 10 
IF (ITfol<T(I) .Eo. ll)ECPT) (;'1 TC 10 
IF A"!OVI= crNfHTICI\ FAILS - fl\VJlt ID CHARACTER 
SET ADDQ('Df;,J ATE CFTllt:I\ Cl'1CE t..Nn ~ETUPN 
I ~C = 1 
PF TlJFN 
10 Cr.1'TlNU"O 
C SFT OECI"1AL FCSITIC" (ICECPS) TC n, ASSUMING INTECEC:: Nllil'AFP 
c 
I CECl=S == J 
c 
C LCCATE O"OCIMAL FCSITICI\ (IF /IN'r) AN') SET IDECPS 
c 
l")C 21'1 1=1, lf) 
IF (!TEXT([) oNE. ll)ECPT) GO TC 20 
tDECPS = I 










S<=T FLAG TO HELi= L CCATE EF\, II- Afl<C EN::> OF Cl-iARACTEF SH ING 
FLAG = 0 BFfOrE FIRST Cl-iAPAClEP FCUNO 
FLAG= 1 AFTC:e: FIRST CHARAClErl FCllN:> 
FLAG ' AFTE~ FIR~l ~LAl\K AFTER LAST CHA~ACTER FCUl\O 
























IFLAG = .) 
')n 50 I=l, 11) 
IF (ITFXHil .EO. IBLAr-.Kl GO TC 111) 
IF ( IF LAG •I\ E • ,) ) GO T 0 5 l 
IA!=.<: = I 
IfLA:.; = 1 
GO TO 'D 
IF (!FLA(.; .Ee. I) .oR. lFLAG .i::c. 2) GO TC 5() 
IFr\D = I -
IFLAG = 2 
crNTHU'-
ChECK FOR INTEGER V~LVF, IF ca GC TO INTEGER SECTTCN (100) 
IF ( IDECDS .Ea. !) ) GO TC l•l'l 
CrFCK TO SFf TF CHAFAClE:!::; SlF!NG nE'.;INS \li[TH CECl!lll\l PC!l\T 
TF SO FROCfSS CNLY CECl~AL PllnT CF ~J~BER 
IF (JDFCDS .En. l~FGl GO TO 71 
lrCLD = l'1FCPS - I 
;]("" fO Jc:IBcG, 11-<(JLO 
Pl--IJM = .. ,..,,,., + PCHll!=:(IHoXT(I)) * io.o ** (IDEC 0 s - I - 1) 
CrNTINUE 
CCfl:T Il\UF: 
Cl-ECK Tf"I SEE YF CHAb'ACTEP STF!NG fl\DS WITH DECIWAL l=CINT 
IF sn END o~nc~SSING OF ~FAL NU~BFP 
IF (IOECDS .EO. IEl\81 GC 10 <;l'l 
PPnCF:SS 0ECIMAL PAe:T CF ~EAL NUMAFC 
Irrtn ~ IDf:CPS + l 
l"l C' '! 0 l =I H CL I) 1 IF ND 
e:NUM = l=l\U~ + RCl-AR( llEXT( 1') * io.o ** (IDEC PS - I) 
90 CONTINUE 
GCTC co 
C SF.CTir.N ~F CODE FOP P~OCES5tr-.G OF lNTEGER (IDECPS = O) 
c 
1n0 IC NT I NUF 
II' (lf1EG .FO. 0) GO TO 121') 
')C l l'l t =I E'FG1 TEND 








S~CTl(N OF CCDE TO i:;ou~c ~UME~~ 
TO OESIPFO NUMAF~ OF SIGo FIGURES. 
<;;n CCNTINl.:F 
IF (I OF.CPS o EQ o 0 I GO 1 C 12 0 
ISIGFG ~ tE~D - ID~CPS 
IPLAC~ = lO**ISlGFG 
~CUND = 5~0/(FLCAT(IPLACEl•lO.~) 
l~~l,;M = I~T((P.~UM+~CUNOl*IOL~~E) 
F'l\U"4 = FLOAT(It::NUM)/FLCllT(IPLl\CE) 

















~(HA~ -- O~OGP~MMEC BY JEFF FAOt:>IS 
Tl· JS SURDRCGJ:<A M CHAfl.GC::S THE CHAn~CTEr. FURf.! .CF A NUfllf'IFR 
Tfl.TO tTS cc~~~CT Ifl.Tf.GEq VALUC. 
EXAWPU:: 
•<:)• = 9 
l(ll = ,., 
OJfllff\SIC~ IT~R(lO) 
r::ATA tTl\fl / 1 0 1 , 1 1 1 , •<:•, 1 :'. 1 , 1 l'.•, '5 1 , 1 6 1 , 
•1•, 1 !:! 1 1 1 9'/ 
( LfCKlJO CHA"'ACTF.'" I" TAeLf ( JT!\!3) .AND BY POSITION 
c IN TA8L= ~SSJGN APPrQPRIAT= INTF:Grc VALUE. 
( 
DC tl'l I=lt 1 1) 
IF (JN•"'• ITAB(J)) GC TC !I') 
RCl-AR "" FLOAT (I - 1) 
"<C::TUi::lN 





C ~ASE -- ~6 ~CV 7Q V~~~ICN LA~~y SCHULTZ 
c 
C t;UOIT VALIDATIC"I RCl...Til\F.e FC1 l..SF WITH ANY TYPE CF FUFLe 
c 
I~PLJCIT PEAL (K) 
f).l~El\SID~ INST~(lO), NA~E(20), AOnt(20)1 AOC2(20), ~l\AME(lOl1 
PACDl(l:) ) 1 ~ADD2( 10) 
cc~~c" /C~FCK/OHT,C~T.OCT1CCCCLT10HTR,QCTR1EFACT1FACT21TOIFFH 
C04~C"I /Cn1Jt;TA/NA...,E1 Af)O li Al)!")2, qNAMF,o ADO 1tRAOD21CCUNTY1FA1 
- PCCL~P~1FTYP~FASF1FACS1~SF1SLABl1DUCTL1DUCTI10A~FD1DAS,RDS1 
- (AS1CA"l1CAF,GAW0GASO,GAN01CA~C,G•~D,GAST1GANT0 




+ KNCV1KO~C1KEASE 1 HJAN 1 hFEB 1 hMA~1HA<>q1HMAY1HJUN1HJUL1HAUG1HS~P1 
+ H 0 C l , H N 0 V 1 H DE' C , H ~ JI SE , I h FL A C , I C F LA G , I 0 O.F LG 
OOUBLE PRECISION COUNTY 
c 
C ** O~FtNC PF~CENT FPROR FUNCTI~I\ 
FOR(EST1ACT) = (EST-ACl)/ACT*!OO.O 
c 
C ** ~AIN CALCLLATlC"S 
IF (FUH .GT. 2) GO TO 1111 
HT~T = (HJl!IN+hF~A+~lllAR+hAP~+h~CT+HNOV+HOtC) - (HAASE*7.~) 
CTOT = [Kl\<ll!IY+KJL:N+l<JUL+l<lllJG+l<SEPl - (,KBASE * 5o0) 
GC TO 2??2 
1111 TnTK = I< JA"+· l<F E3•K ,..AR+I< JIPI"+ KlllAY+KJUN+KJUL •K AUG+ KS FD +KOCT +KNOV+K DEC 
HTOT = (KJA~+KFEB+Kl\IAR+kAPq+KOCT•Kl\OV+KDEC) - (KFASE * 7~) 
HCTCT = TCl'< - (KBASE t 12o0) 
CTOT = HCTfl - HTQT 
IF (HTOT .Lr. o.o) ~TOT=t.o. 
~~F= (24.~*DC*CHT*EFACT*FACT2)/(TDIFFH*34t~.O*HTOT) 
IF (FUH .ec. 1} CFACT = (HTC"T*TCIFFH*tOOOOOOo0)/(24.0*na•aHT) 
TF (FUH .ea. 2) CFACT = (HTCT*TDIVFH*92000.0)/(2A.O*OD*CHT) 
IF (FUH .ea. 3) CFACT = (HTOT*TbIFFH*3413.0)/(24.0*DD*OHT) 
IF (FIJH .G"T. 4) CFACT = (l-rrc:T*TOIFFH•3413oO*SPF)/(24.0*CD*OHTI 
ocT = E~qcsrF,snE> 
:0222 IF ( FUH oF.C. 1) PR I CE 
IF (FUH .ec. 2) PRICE 
IF (FUH eGTo 2) PPICE 







CCOST = CTOT * OFC 
HLOFT = QHT/FA 
HLPFlP= OHl~/FA 
CLPFT = <lCT/FI\ 
CLPFTP= QCT'</FA 
( 
C ** CALCULATE PEPCENlAGE DIFFE~E~CFS 
"CTDH = 1e0 
l"'CTDC: = OeO 
IF (HCOST .NE. o.o) otTCH = Er~(CHT,HCOST) 
TF (CCOST •"'=• ~.O) PCTCC = Erq((HT1CCOST) 
IF (FUH eLE. 2) ~8ASE = HAASE 




SL:BF'CUTI"JF TARLEl!CC:lJNlY, ')C, CCCLl-R, IRC 1 IODTYPl 
( 
C Tl-IS IS A E'LCCK OF CO()E TC: LCCK UP llAFdABLES OD ANO COOLt-J;· 
c 
c 
RY INPUTI"JG lHF COU!\lY ~AM~. P~CVTDES ACTUAL DEGFEE DAYS. 
DI~F!\SIC'J CLIST(77 ), T(77,2 l 
IJCURL~ oq~ct!l~N CCLNTY, CLIST 
lf)DTYD : ? 
DATA CLIST( ll/ 1 ADAIR' 
CLIST< 2)/ 1 ALFALFA 1 
CLIST( 3)/ 1 ATCKA 1 
CLIST( 4)/'BEillVER' 
DATA CLIST( 5l/'BFCKl-A~ 1 
CLTST< 6)/'PLAINE 1 
CLIST( 7)/ 1 PFVAN 1 
CLIST( q)/'CAfD0 1 
DATA CLIST( ;11 1 CA~ADIA~' 
CL I ST ( 1 t1) I' CA F TF"I' 
CL!ST(l l )/ 1 CHEr;CKEE 1 
CLIST(l2)/'CHOCTAW 1 
~ATA CLIST(l~)/'Cl~Aqqcf\ 1 
CLIST(14)/'CL~VFLA!\ 1 
CLIST(15ll'COAL' 
CL 1 s r < 1 6 11 •er: MA NC t--F • 
DATA CLIST(17)/'COTTCN 1 
CL I ST( I 8) /'CF A I G • 
CLIST(l9)/ 1 CDEEK 1 
cl I 5 T ( :> 0) /I c lJ s TE q I 
DATA CL!ST(?ll/'DELAWARE' 
CLI5T(22)/ 1 DF~EY 1 
CLIST(23)/ 1 ELLIS 1 
CLI5T(?4)/ 1 GAFFIEL0' 
DATA CLI5T(25)/'GAFVIN' 
CLIST(?e)/'GRADY' 
CLIST(?7)/ 1 GFA!\T• 
CLIST(28)/ 1 GqEER• 
CATA CLIST(~S)/ 1 HAF~ON 1 
CLIST(3n)/'HA~PEP• 
CLIST(11ll'HASKELL 1 
CLIST(32)/ 1 HUGl-ES 1 
DATA CLIST(33)1'JACKSCN 1 
CLI5T(34)/'JEFFEqsc• 
CLIST(35)1'JO~~STCN 1 





~ATA CL[ST(41)/ 1 LI~CCL~ 1 
CL!ST{~2)/ 1 LOGAN 1 
CL I 5 T ( l, 3 ) / 'L 0 V "°' 
CLIST(A4)/'MAJCR 1 
')AT• CLlST(45)/'MAF!HALL' 
CLIST(46)/ 1 MAYFS 1 
CLIST(47J/•MCCLAIN' 



















































/11(26, 1) ,T(26, 
/1T(?"'e 1)01(271 










































/oT(3lto l)oT(34, 2)/lf9()oClo34'.}0.0/o 
/, T { 3"' , 1 ) , T { 3 51 2 ) / 1 ; e 0 • 0 , 3,~? 0 • 0 /, 
/,T(3":, l),T(3e, 2)/1425.0,4R80,0/ 
/,T(37, 1) ,T(37, ?)/ll\75.0,~43900/, 
/,T(3R, 1)oT(38, 2)/1510.n.4269.n/1 
/,1(3"', 1),T(39, 2)/1740.0,3592.0/, 
/,T(A01 l)eTC40, 2)/l"I00.013605.0/ 
/1T(4.11 lJ,TC.1111 2)/1550o0e4462.0/, 
/,1(42, l) oTC42o 2)/1500.014139.0/o 
/,T(a3, ll1TC43, 2)/1750.013471.n/, 
/, T ( 4 4, 1 ) , T ( 4 4, 2 ) / 137 '5 • 0 , 42 <le• 0 / 
/1T(451 1),T(45o 2)/1780.0,3418.0/, 
/,T(461 l)1T(461 2)/154n,0,4362.<)/, 
/1T(A7, 1)1T(471 2)/16250014084.0/, 
/,T(49, 1) 1 T(48e 2)/1700.01~661.0/ 
/,T(491 l),T(49, 2)/1675.IJ,369100/, 
/ I T ( '5 0 • 1 ) • T ( 5 0 • 2 ) / 1 7 A 0 • 0 ' 36 0 1 • () / • 
129 
CLlST(51)/ 1MUSKOGEE' /1Tf!5l1 ltoT(51, 2)/1630.0,4110.0/, 
(LlST(~2)/'NORLF' /1TCc:;2, 1),T(52o 2l/147o.o.~31f.O/ 
DATA CLtST(53)/ 1 NO~ATA• /.0T(c;3, 1),T(53o 2)/1475.0.4~07.0/, 
CLT5T(54l/ 1CKrLSKEE' /ol(!:'i4o l)oT(54, 2)/16?5.0,3775,0/, 
CLIST(~S)/'CKLAHC~A' /ol(">51 l)oTC55, 2)/1550.0,4223.0/ 
0 I\ TA CLIST(S6)/'nK~LLGEE' / 1 T(t;6, l ),T(56, 2 ) / 1 6 ~ 0. 0 • 39 ~ 4 •'> /. 
CLIS~(37)/•0SAGE' /01(571 1) oT(57, 2)/1475,0,4350.0/o 
CLIST(58)/'0TTAWA' / ,T (t::,i:,, 1),T(51' .. 2)/1450.),4?>9.0/, 
CLIST(59)t•PA~~Ef' /, T ( S<'), 1) oT(S<;o 21/1500.0,4?58.0/ 
De.TA CLl5T(~0)/'PAV~E 1 /oT(f:0 0 l)oH60o 2)/1510,0,~5\6.0/, 
CLJST(~l)l'PI1TS1U~• /,TCflo 1).T(61o 2l/173o.o,4o?9.o/, 
CLIST(f~)/'PO~TnTCC' /,T(f,::>, l l ,TC62, 2)/1740.0,3696.01, 
<:LIST('C.~)/'C:O'l1AWA1'•·• /oT("3t 1),1((:3, 2)/1630.1,3823.1/ 
D II TA CLI ST{f~)/'PUS~MATA• /,T(~J~o l).T(E4, 2l/17fo.o.~759.o/, 
CLl5T(f5ll'~OGEP IJ J ' /,T(f5o 1) ,T(t5, 2)/1375,0,At~9.0/, 
CLJST(~6)/'~0G~ns• /,T(Ai<,, 1loT(66, 2 ) / ] ~ :'! 0 • 0 ' 44 5? • :) /. 
Cl!STC~7J/ 1 SE~INOLE' /,T(f,1 0 1),T(f.?o 2)/1680.0,37?.B.O/ 
['I\ TA <LT5T(~2)/'SEOUOYAH' / 'T ( ': "!' 1 ) IT ( 6 9, 2l/16~n.n,~663.01, 
CLIST(69l/ 1 STEFH~l\S' /,T(r,c, 1),1(691 2)/lt~o.o,::9?.8.o/, 
CLIST(?O)l'TEXAS' /,T(?0 0 lleTC7o, 2)/lt2s.o,s162.o/, 
CLTSTI'." 1)/'TILLMAN' /,1'(71, 1),T(?lt 2)/1570,0,39~3.0/ 
l)JITA CL! ST(7~) l'TlJL!A' /,T(72, 1l.T(72, 2)/1~50.0,411~.o/, 
CLISTC7::l/ 1 WllGrNFR' /,T(73, ll oT(73, 2)/1570,0,4160.0/, 
CLIST(7~)/'WASH1NGT 1 /ol(74 0 1),T(74, 2)/1500,104242.~/, 
<LI!1(15)/'~ASHITA• /,T(..,.c;, 1),1(75. 2)/1475.0,420F,,O/ 
r:lATA CLI5TC 1 ~>1·~occs• /,T(-61 I ),T(?61 2l/1300.0,45"i0,0/, 
CLIST(7?)/ 1 WOCCWARC• /,T{"7 7, 1),TC77, 2)/1320,0,4~)6.0/ 
( 
( I" IT l Al. r ZF RETU"N crOF ( [f)('.) TIJ 1 
c JF <:Ri::cq cccurs IN COUl\TY \IAW"' ClETURN CODE (JRC) JS SFT Tn 2 
( 
T <:C = I 
'"lr "!'i!')') I: 1, 7.7 
IF (CLI!'"'T(J) .ro. COUl\TVl ('1 TC 1'1600 
'3501" er: NT INUr:: 
I c C = :> 
GfJ Tc e7oo 
~f10 CCCLHn = T(loll 
DO: T(Io?l 







si.;ei:;nuTJ"IE TABLE2(CCUN1v. oo. CCCLHR, JRC, lDDTYP) 
T .. IS IS A Pl.f'CK rF r:onF TC' LC'"K IJD VARIABLES DD AN[) COOL~ 
8Y lNPUTl~G THE COUNTY !\A~~. 
1 78 - 1 79 t-FATfNG SFl\SC"-• 
c~rVIOES DEGREE CAY~ FOQ 
nt,..Fl\SICN (LJST(77)• 1(77,?) 
')rlJPL"" ,.,<:>r::crs1cN CCLN'TYt CL!""" 
IDDTY" = 2 
!"HT I\ CLIST( 1)/ 1 1\DAJ!'l' 
CLf <;T( ? ) /•ALF Al_ FA ' 
'"LTST( :~ ) / 1 A T ( I< A t 
\LIST ( 4)/'HEAVF'"!' 
rusrr •:,11 1 0ECKHAll' 
CLISH f:; ) I ' R L A l "lF I 
CL!5T( 7 l I '8::-'V i!N' 
rL I S'T ( '3)/'CACCO' 
rATA (LIST( C)/'CANl\~IAl\ 1 
r L I ST ( 1 •) ) / 1 CA r: TEP' 
r L 1 5 T ( l 1 ) I 1 C H !". F CK E ~ ' 
CLIST(l~)/ 1 CH0CTAW 1 
~ATA CLTST(l:'!)l'Cll-'ll!':k(l\I 
C:L 15 T ( 1 4) I 1 CL F Vf= LA f\ ' 
CL IS T ( l ">) / 'C 0 Ill' 
CL I 5 T ( 1 t) I 'C Q "°II NI'" I-"' 
fl~TI\ rLIST(t7)/ 1 CflTTCN• 
\LIST(\3)/'C~AJG• 
c L r s r < 1 ·'J l / • c r. r EK • 
CLIST(~0)/ 1 CUS1F~• 
DATA CLI5T(21)/ 1 rlELAWA"f' 
CLJST(?2l/ 1 D[~EY 1 
rLlSl(?)J/'FLLIS' 
rLr51(;"41 l'GAFFIFLS 1 
,ATA rLrST(?~)/'GA~~I~· 
CLIST(?6)/ 1 GRACY' 
CLIST<27l/ 1 G~lll\'' 
CLTST(28)/'GR[[OI 
~ATA CLISTl~9)/'~A~"'CN 1 
CLISTI '10)/'l->AIOOEPt 
CLIST(~l)l'HA~KFLL' 
CLJ5Tl32)/ 1 HUG .. E5 1 
DATA CLIST{33)/ 1 JACKSON 1 
CLIST{34)/'JEFFfnsc• 
rLr~T(3~)/'J0H~STC~· 
<:Lt s r < 3 to> / •1< A 'V • 
DATA CLIST{37)/'~INGFISHI 
CLISTl~Sl/ 1 K!C~A 1 
CLIST(39)/ 1 LATl~F0 1 
CLI5T(4~)/ 1 LCFL.Qr.E 1 
') AT A CL I 5 T ( 4 l ) / 'L I l\C ('.)LI\ 1 
CLISTC42~/ 1 LnGA~' 
CL l s T( 4 '3 ) /.Lr'.' VF I 
CLIST(~4)/ 1 ~4JnR• 
OATA <LIST(45)/ 1 MAFSHALL' 
CLISTl4~l/'~AYFS 1 
CLIST(l7)/'MCCLAIN 1 
CLIST(48)/ 1 ~CCUATAI' 
CATA CL!$T(4~)/ 1 MCil\T0~~1 
/. l ( l • l I .r ( l • 2111~1s.n.40?3.n/. 
/. ; ( 2' l ) t T ( 2. 2111~?5,n14597.n1, 
/ 'T ( ~. 1 l • T ( ::i. 2 I I l 7 e 5. O • :!5 9 7 • 0 I , 
/,T( ~ . I J, H 4. 21112?~.n.~???.n/ 
/,T( 5, l ) 1 T ( 5, 2)/l420,1') 1 ~29R,n1, 
/ 'T ( e • 1 ) ., ( t;, 2)/1450.014461.01. 
/. 1 ( 7, 1). 1( 7, 2>11ieo.o.~112.11, 
/ • 1 ( " . 1 ), T ( !; • 2111~20.o.4t56.01 
/oT( <7 • I ) • T ( 91 2111soo.o,4410.n11 
/.T(ln, 11, T( 10. 2l/174o.o,:!049.n/, 
/,1(\\, 1),T(lle 2111c;An.o,4124.01. 
/,T(12, 11.1112, 2 I / 1 7 e o. a. 32 14 • n / 
/.T(!l, 1),T(lJ, 2)/ <?C::O,fl."'?2t .• n1. 
I , T ( 1 I' , 1 ) • T ( 1 4 , 2 ) 11 t; 1 () • 0 , o. 01 ". • 0 I , 








1. T (23, 
/,T(241 
/ .T(?'St 




·' IT ( 3 0 • 











1) 1 T(2~ 1 





1) 1 T(31, 
l),T{321 










2)/1590.0.3 7 50.0/, 






/11(3:>. 1)11'(3~1 :i;)/1!5'50.0.4193.0;'. 
1.r134, 1),T(341 2>11eeo.n,32B1.011 
1.T(35, ll1T(35, 2l/17cn.n,3416.o/, 
/,T(,~, l)1T(36t 2)/142~.015160,0/ 
/. T ( 17. 1 ) • T ( 37. 2 ) / 14., s. 0. 4 !"SA • I')/ I 
/,T(:'>f', 1)01(381 2)/1510,0,4141.0/, 
/,T(391 1),1(391 2)/1740.C,3835.0I. 
/,T(40• l)1T(4'0, 2)11701).t),343"101)/ 
/,T(ll\• 1) 1T(411 2)/1'5".'0.0.41)0t'.r'l/, 
·'. r < '12 1 1 >. T < 4 2, 2 > 11 '5 no. o , 39 2 9. :> / 1 
/,T(~,, 1)11'(43, 2)/175o.0,3314o0/• 
/1T(l'll• l)tl(441 2)/1375.0,481'>5.0/ 
/1T(45t 1 ),1(45, 2 )/1780.'l,3257.0I. 
/ • T ( 4 5 ' 1 ) IT ( 4 6. 2 ) I 15 40 • 0 • 46 1 4. 0 I • 
/I T ( " 7 I l I • T ( 4 71 2 ) / l t; 2 5. 0 • 38 l 3. o /I 
1.T(42, l)1T(48t 2111700,0.3457.0/ 
/,T(•g, 1)11(491 2)/167~.0,4015.0I. 
131 
rLTST(50)/ 1 MUPq11y• /,1(50, 1),T(50, 2)/li40o0e3517o0/o 
CLl~T(,1)1'~U5KOGEE' l1T(!">l1 1)1H511 2)/1€30.~1416000/1 
CLTST(52l/'NOPLE 1 /,T(521 l)eT(52, 2)/14~0.0,4223.0/ 
CLTST(53)/'NO•ATA 1 /eT(".'3, 1l1TC53, 21/1475.0,4516.0/t 
CLl5.T(54)/ 1 0KFL:SKEE' /,T(~4, l),T(54, 2)/1€25o1o3A~O.O/, 
CLl~l(55l/ 1 0KLAHr.~11 1 /,T('O'O, l),T(55, 2)/15~0.0,4279.0/ 
f) AT A CLl5T(56), 1 0K~LLGEF' /0T("i€1 l)1T<561 2)/1€30.013896.0/1 
CLT51(~7)/'0S~GE• /,T(57 1 l),T(57, 2)/1475.014507.0/, 
CLIST(5€)/ 1 0TlAWA' /ol(5A, l)el(5Ao 2l/l45o.n,4891.o/, 
CLI5T(~~l1 1 rA•NEF' /,T("<;1 l)1T(591 2)/ISOO,a,4190,0/ 
DATA CLT5l(f0)/ 1 PAY~E' /,T(f.I), 1),1(60. 2)/1510.0.4605.0/, 
CLIST(fll/ 1 Pl11SBL~' /,T(f,l, 1),l(t:l. 2)/1730.0,3899.0/, 
CLIST~A2)/•ro~lOTCC• /,T(62, l),T(t.2, 2J/174n.o,3569.n/, 
CLTST(e~lt'P811AWA1' / 0 T(f3, l),1(63t 2 }/I~ 30 .o, 39 16 .O/ 
f) II TA CL!Sf(f,.)1'PUSHMATA' /ol('~"1 l)1l(6At 2l/17fO,Oo3~26.0/1 
CL[5T(h5)/'rOGE~ ~ T I /,1(f>5, ll.T(€5, 2)/1~75,0,4965.o/, 
rLJST(~f)l'~UGFPS 1 /,l(fc, 1) ,T(66o 2)/1530.0,4719.0/, 
CL!5T(~7)1'SFM!NCLE' / 1 T(~7 0 1),1(671 2)/16q1.?,3557.0/ 
DATA c L r s T ( <; e ) / • s [" c lJO y At• ' /,f(6<1, l).T(68, 2)/le~o.o,356g.o/1 
CLTST(6~ll'SlEFHENS• /,T(I"<;, l),T(69o 2!/Ie~o.o,3715.o/, 
CL!ST(70) l'TEX.\S' /,T(7:), 1),T(70o 2)/1125.1.~~54.0/, 
CLt<;T(71),1'lILL'-IAl\ 1 /,l{71, ll.T(71, 2)11570.0,3986.0/ 
CLl~T(72)/'TUL~A 1 / 1 T(7?, ll1T(72, 2)/15~0.014228.0/, 
CL!STC73)/'WAGCNFF 1 / 1T (73, l),T(73, 2)/1570.0,42?3.0/, 
<LIST(74)/ 1 WASHING1 1 /,T(74 0 1),1(74, 2)/1500o0o4323o0/, 
CL!ST(75)/'wASHlTA' /11(751 1),1(7".:', 2)/1~75.1,4200.1/ 
r) II TA CLI~T(7"'11•wncos• ,',T(7~. l),T(76o 2)/1301),1),4644.0/, 
CLIST{77)/'~QCCWAP~• /1T(77J ll1TC77 1 2)/13?1.~.4076.1/ 
c 
C IN (T IAL I ZE flf1 t,J::"' CCDIO ( l~C l TC 1 
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